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ABSTRACT

Cyclic AMP regulates the maturation of many biochemical processes during

normal lung development, including expression of surfactant proteins and

phospholipids. These studies used an explant culture system to examine the ability of

cAMP to regulate beta-adrenergic receptors in midgestation human fetal lung.

Explants treated with either 8-bromo camp or isobutylmethylxanthine had a greater

beta-adrenergic receptor concentration than did untreated explants. Since both lung

cAMP and beta-adrenergic receptor concentration increase spontaneously in culture,

the possibility of a causal relationship was examined. The cAMP-dependent protein

kinase (PKA) inhibitor H-8, but not the PKA and protein kinase C inhibitor H-7,

blocked the spontaneous rise in beta-adrenergic receptor concentration in human fetal

lung explants. Type II cells isolated from H-8 treated explants also had fewer beta

adrenergic receptors per cell. These data indicate that PKA activity is required for the

spontaneous rise in explant beta-adrenergic receptor concentration and that there is an

increase in beta-adrenergic receptor number per type II cell rather than simply an

increase in the number of type II cells with time in culture. Cyclic AMP may play a

role in the maintenance of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA levels in these explants as

H-8 reduced beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA compared with untreated explants.

Untreated explants had a relatively constant level of beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA

during the initial 3 days of culture, so increased mRNA cannot explain the

spontaneous increase in beta-adrenergic receptors seen in explants during this period.

In contrast with 8-bromo camp treatment of explants, direct exposure of isolated type

II cells to 8-bromo camp decreased beta-adrenergic receptor number per cell,

consistent with camP effects to decrease beta-adrenergic receptor number in cell

lines. These data suggest that cAMP acts at a cell other than the type II cell to

regulate type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors through multiple mechanisms.
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1. Introduction

1.1. General

The control of cellular processes by interactions between mesenchymal and

epithelial cells has become a common theme in developmental biology. During late

gestation, paracrine and endocrine factors regulate specific processes in the lung which

prepare this organ for its critical role in neonatal gas exchange. At birth the neonatal lung

must be able to synthesize and secrete sufficient pulmonary surfactant if the infant is to

survive. The ability to synthesize and release surfactant is controlled, at least in part, by

the beta-adrenergic response pathway, and the maturity of this pathway is important for

successful perinatal adaptation. The studies presented here examine the role of cAMP, an

intracellular second messenger, in the regulation of human fetal lung beta-adrenergic

responses.

1.2. Lung Development

The lung first appears in the fourth week of human gestation as a bud off of the

esophagus (8,156). Epithelial cells derived from endoderm grow into surrounding

mesodermally-derived mesenchyme. Airways form by branching, with 15 to 25

bifurcations between the trachea and any individual alveolus. Terminal bronchioles are

almost completely in place by 16 weeks of gestation. A population of rapidly dividing,

undifferentiated stem cells gives rise to the variety of epithelial cells that line the different

sections of the airways. At this stage, all epithelial cells are columnar or cuboidal. The

surrounding lung mesenchyme induces the growth and branching morphogenesis of these

epithelial tubes.

During mid-gestation, acini form at the ends of the epithelial tubes, where future

airspaces are forming as the interstitial tissue decreases in cell number. Vascularization

also occurs at this time, with capillaries from the mesenchyme coming into closer contact
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with developing acini. Some epithelial cells begin to thin, and type I and II cells, the

prominent epithelial cell types in mature peripheral lung, can be identified by 20 to 24

weeks gestation.

Type I epithelial cells line the airspaces in the mature lung. Each type I cell contains

very little cytoplasm and covers a large portion of alveolar surface to provide the thin

barrier to gas exchange important for proper lung function. Type I cells possess little

metabolic machinery and must be replaced periodically. They have little capacity for

repair and are probably not capable of cell division. While the source of type Icells is

uncertain, they are thought to arise from type II cells. In the adult lung, type I cells will

make up 10% of the cell population in the alveolus but cover greater than 95% of the

alveolar surface area. In the fetus, type I cells do not cover such an extensive area in the

acini.

Type II cells are cuboidal epithelial cells with microvilli on their lumenal surfaces.

These cells occupy most of the surface of the acini during fetal development but are often

restricted to the corners of airspaces as alveoli mature. Type II cells are responsible for

the production and release of the components of pulmonary surfactant. The presence of

lamellar bodies, the storage site of surfactant, allows identification of type II cells by 24

weeks gestation. Type II cells are thought to act as stem cells for type I cell production as

well as replacement of type II cells.

Type II cells synthesize and release pulmonary surfactant, a complex mixture of

phospholipids and proteins. The phospholipid component of surfactant consists primarily

of disaturated phosphatidylcholine (DSPC), but all surfactant phospholipids have both

hydrophilic and hydrophobic ends and exist at the air-water interface in the alveolus.

Because compaction of the lipid monolayer is limited, alveolar collapse at end exhalation

is prevented. The surfactant protein SP-A regulates the release of surfactant components

(141), presumably through a receptor-mediated mechanism (90) while SP-B and SP-C

enhance the spreading of the phospholipid monolayer (137).
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During late gestation the interstitium continues to thin, and surfactant release into

future airspaces increases. True alveoli do not form until very late in gestation and do not

appear to be necessary for newborn survival. The factor which most often limits

pulmonary function in the newborn is the synthesis and release of sufficient surfactant to

maintain open airspaces following exhalation.

1.3. Labor and adaptation of the lung to extrauterine existence

Gas exchange by the fetus in utero occurs at the placenta. With labor, the umbilical

vessels constrict, reducing blood flow to the placenta and, therefore, gas exchange at this

organ (105). Breathing must begin very soon after birth to prevent hypoxia, and the first

breath usually occurs within seconds of delivery (168). Prior to labor, the fetal lungs

receive less than 10% of the cardiac output. Within minutes of birth and the onset of

breathing, 100% of the cardiac output is delivered to the lungs following the closure of

the ductus arteriosus (160), a switch that facilitates pulmonary gas exchange.

The fetal lung is filled in utero with a liquid produced by the fetal lung (13). As

term approaches, fluid production decreases, and absorption of this fluid by the lung

epithelium begins during labor (13). The concentration of surfactant phospholipids in

both lung tissue and alveolar fluid also increases prior to delivery (82). Stimulation of

fluid removal and surfactant release must correlate with labor if the fetus is to make a

transition to air breathing.

A positive relationship between labor and neonatal lung function in humans has

been recognized for more than 20 years. Infants that experience labor and vaginal

delivery have higher lung gas and lower lung water volumes (113) as well as decreased

incidence of respiratory distress (126) when compared with infants delivered by Cesarean

section without labor. Infants experiencing labor but delivered by Cesarean section have

better lung function than infants delivered by Cesarean section without labor, suggesting

that even for these infants labor enhanced lung function.
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1.4. Role of catecholamines and beta-adrenergic stimulation in lung function

Because of the recognized increase in circulating catecholamines with stress,

endogenous catecholamines have been suggested as the factor leading to the adaptive

changes associated with labor. Catecholamines in the fetal circulation increase during

labor (123), and beta-adrenergic agonist administration prior to delivery can reduce the

incidence of respiratory distress (17). These observations indicate that beta-adrenergic

stimulation can improve neonatal lung function.

Studies in sheep and rabbits support clinical data indicating beta-adrenergic agonists

can improve lung function. Epinephrine infusion into fetal sheep late in gestation

increased surfactant release (91) and lung fluid absorption following delivery (27).

Similarly, beta-adrenergic agonist administration to fetal rabbits reduced lung water (16)

and increased surfactant release (47, 79). Marino and Rooney (103) demonstrated that

labor increased the release but not synthesis of surfactant phospholipids in lung slices and

that this effect of labor could be blocked by the beta-adrenergic antagonist propranolol.

An irreversible beta-adrenergic receptor antagonist administered to rabbit fetuses 2 to 3

days prior to birth reduced receptor concentration and reduced the amount of surfactant

present in lung lavage after delivery, confirming that at least part of the adaptive

advantage of labor is mediated by beta-adrenergic receptors (106).

The site of the synthesis and release of pulmonary surfactant by type II cells is

increased by beta-adrenergic stimulation. Autoradiographic studies have shown that the

majority of beta-adrenergic receptors in the alveoli are present on type II cells (155).

Dobbs and Mason (43) showed that surfactant phospholipid release from isolated type II

cells was greater with beta- than alpha-adrenergic agonists. The stereospecificity of beta

adrenergic stimulation was consistent with action through the beta-adrenergic receptor.

Brown and Longmore (26) confirmed these findings while also demonstrating that beta

adrenergic receptor blockade prevented both isoproterenol stimulated phospholipid
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release and cAMP generation. These data suggest that beta-adrenergic receptors coupled

to adenylyl cyclase are involved in surfactant release. Surfactant phospholipid synthesis

can also be stimulated by beta-adrenergic stimulation, an effect blocked by propranolol

treatment (112). Beta-adrenergic agonist treatment of lung tissue in culture also increases

the level of SP-A by type II cells (124). Thus, the role for beta-adrenergic stimulation in

preparing the lung for the transition to air breathing is well documented.

1.5. Cyclic AMP and lung maturation

1.5.1. Cyclic AMP regulation of lung differentiation

The importance of cAMP as a mediator of lung maturation has been demonstrated in

several species. Cyclic AMP treatment of fetal human (124) lung in explant culture

enhances the morphologic maturation that normally occurs in lung during explant culture.

In these studies camP analog dibutryl cAMP decreased the interstitial area while

increasing the lumenal space analogous to the alveoli as well as the percentage of type II

cells surrounding the lumenal spaces.

Biochemical markers of maturation are also stimulated when lung tissue is exposed

to caN■ p in culture. Fetal rat (65) and fetal rabbit (70) lung treated with cAMP analogs

or cAMP phosphodiesterase inhibitors in explant culture incorporated more radiolabelled

precursor into the surfactant phospholipid DSPC than did untreated explants. Synthesis

of DSPC increases when isolated rat type II cells are treated with 8-bromo caNMP but not

8-bromo c(SMP (112), suggesting that this effect is specific to cAMP. Release of the

surfactant phospholipids phosphatidylcholine (PC) and DSPC by isolated type II cells can

also be stimulated by 8-bromo caNMP and dibutryl cAMP as well as the cAMP

phosphodiesterase inhibitor isobutylmethylxanthine (IBMX, 26, 70, 112).

Synthesis of the major surfactant protein SP-A is also enhanced in fetal rabbit (109)

and human (124) lung explants by cAMP analogs. Cyclic AMP also elevated SP-A

mRNA in these explants (109, 124). Elevation of tissue cAMP also increased lung
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content of SP-B and SP-C (97). Clearly cAMP is an important intracellular mediator of

the production and release of pulmonary surfactant.

1.5.2. Mechanisms of cAMP action

1.5.2.1. Protein kinase A

Cyclic AMP affects most, if not all, of its intracellular changes through regulation of

the activity of the cAMP-dependent protein kinase or protein kinase A (PKA, 159). PKA

in its inactive conformation is composed of two regulatory subunits and two catalytic

subunits. Two molecules of cAMP binds to each regulatory subunit, causing the

dissociation of catalytic subunits from the regulatory subunits. When free of the

regulatory subunit, the catalytic subunit catalyzes the phosphorylation of serine residues

of peptides containing the appropriate consensus sequence of Arg-Arg-X-Ser where X is

usually a small, hydrophobic residue. This phosphorylation regulates the activity of

proteins including other enzymes and leads to the cellular effects of cAMP.

1.5.2.2. Transcriptional regulation

Some of the effects of cAMP require transcriptional events. Cyclic AMP responsive

genes generally have a conserved sequence, the cAMP response element or CRE, in the

promoter region of the gene. The CRE sequence (5'-TGACGTCA-3) is present with few

or no substitutions in one or more copies 5' to the coding sequence of the cAMP-sensitive

gene (118). The cAMP response element binding protein (CREB) binds as a dimer to this

well-conserved region (176).

Enhanced transcription of the nearby gene occurs when CREB is phosphorylated.

CREB dimers remain bound to the CRE. In the presence of cAMP the free catalytic

subunit of PKA enters the nucleus to phosphorylate CREB (176). Other studies have

shown that the PKA catalytic subunit is required for cAMP-stimulated transcription (28).

CREB-mediated transcription does not occur in cells lacking PKA activity (118), and

PKA catalytic subunit introduced into cells can enhance transcription in the absence of

cAMP (140). PKA phosphorylates CREB at amino acid 133, a serine residue in a
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consensus sequence for PKA phosphorylation (61). When a mutation is introduced to

alter this residue, phosphorylation does not occur, and CREB is inactive (61). CREB

phosphorylation induces a conformational change that allows CREB to stimulate

transcription (117).

Several functional domains of CREB are predicted by its sequence. The carboxyl

terminus of the peptide contains both a leucine zipper motif believed to facilitate protein

dimerization and a stretch of basic amino acids likely to constitute a DNA binding

domain (75). Both of these regions are necessary for enhancement of transcription (45).

A group of consensus sequences for phosphorylation by PKA, protein kinase C(PKC),

and casein kinase II are also present (62), and phosphorylation in this region by

calmodulin kinase has also been demonstrated (151). The glutamate-rich transactivation

domain is thought to interact with the transcription factor TFIID (117), increasing

transcription of the nearby gene.

Other nuclear factors may also be involved in cAMP-regulated transcription.

Activating transcription factor-1 (ATF-1) is very homologous to CREB (136). ATF-1

binds to the CRE as a homodimer or CREB-ATF-1 heterodimer and activates

transcription in response to PKA (136). Various isoforms of cAMP responsive element

modulator (CREM), a protein that is highly homologous to CREB, have been shown to

form homodimers as well as heterodimers with CREB and either activate or block

transcription through interaction with the CRE depending on the sequence of the specific

isoform (53).

Several factors suggest that regulation of gene transcription by CRE binding proteins

is complex. CREB is expressed in most cells, and its levels do not appear to be highly

regulated. An exception to this rule is the extremely high CREB expression in the testis

(169). As with CREM, multiple isoforms of CREB mRNA and protein also exist (169),

again indicating potential for cell-specific CREB expression. CREM isoforms o, B, and Y

block CREB induced transcription, and the amounts of mRNA for these various isoforms
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vary dramatically between cell and tissue types (53). Another CREM isoform, CREM t,

can activate transcription through the CRE (52). Cell-specific distribution of CREB,

CREM, and other factors such as ATF-1 presents the possibility of complex regulation of

transcriptional events by cAMP.

1.5.3. Endogenous stimulators of lung cAMP

Several factors and hormones present in the developing fetal lung stimulate cAMP

production and may play important roles in fetal lung maturation.

1.5.3.1. Fibroblast pneumocyte factor

Fibroblast pneumocyte factor (FPF, 8) is produced by lung fibroblasts from many

species including rat, human, and chicken. FPF was initially described as the component

in medium conditioned by fetal lung fibroblasts in isolated culture that stimulated type II

cells to incorporate 3H-choline into DSPC. This factor is very specific to the lung;
medium conditioned by fibroblasts from other organs cannot stimulate DSPC production

by lung type II cells. Smith and Sabry (153) found that only medium from cultures of

late gestation fibroblasts treated with cortisol could stimulate DSPC production by fetal

rat type II cells. A physiologic role for FPF was established by demonstrating that

intraperitoneal injection of FPF into rabbit fetuses increased lung DSPC production (154),

while antibodies generated against FPF blocked cortisol-stimulated choline incorporation

into saturated phosphatidylcholine (SPC) by fetal rat lung cell cultures containing

fibroblasts and type II cells (133). These findings suggest that FPF plays an important

role in the mesenchymal-epithelial interactions that take place during late gestation as a

glucocorticoid surge helps to prepare the lung for air breathing.

The molecular characteristics of FPF and its mechanism of action have been difficult

to unravel, but a rough sketch of the molecule and its activity are available. FPF is a

8000 dalton protein that is relatively heat-stable and soluble at acidic pH (154). The FPF

protein has not, however, been isolated, and its receptor has not been characterized. FPF

does stimulate cAMP accumulation by type II cells (153), but cyclic AMP generation in
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response to FPF is slow, peaking after 6 hours of exposure. The response pathway for

FPF may be more complex that the usual mechanism of receptor-guanine-nucleotide

binding protein (G protein) controlled cyclase activity. The inability to isolate or produce

pure FPF has prevented the performance of experiments to specifically address the ability

of FPF to stimulate lung differentiation.

1.5.3.2. Prostaglandins

Elevated prostaglandin levels in plasma prior to delivery led to the investigation of

prostaglandin effects on factors relating to perinatal lung transition. Infusion of

meclofenamate, a cyclooxygenase inhibitor, into late gestation fetal sheep decreases fetal

plasma PGE2. This treatment did not, however, reduce lung fluid production or

surfactant content of the lung at delivery (172). While these data suggest that circulating

eicosanoids are not critical for perinatal lung adaptation, a paracrine role for PGE2

produced by cells in the lung cannot be ruled out. Maternal indomethacin treatment

lowered the surfactant phospholipid content of neonatal rabbit lung lavage (29).

Indomethacin treatment also decreased fetal serum cortisol in this study, and

glucocorticoids enhance surfactant phospholipid synthesis (8), so to suggest a role for

prostaglandins in the synthesis and release of surfactant based on these data would be

speculative.

Prostaglandins added to fetal lung explant cultures enhance lung differentiation.

Prostaglandins stimulated the release of DSPC from fetal rabbit lung slices (104) and

adult rat type II cells (57), indicating a role for prostaglandins acting directly at the lung

type II cell to enhance maturation. Prostaglandin-stimulated increases of cAMP and

concurrent regulation of SP-A protein and mRNA in human fetal lung explants have also

been demonstrated (1). SP-A content of human fetal lung increased spontaneously in

explant culture (174). During this process cal/MP also increased, and the explants

produced prostaglandins including PGE2 and PGI (1). When explants were cultured with

indomethacin, a cyclooxygenase inhibitor, prostaglandin levels and explant camp and
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SP-A content were lowered. When cultures were treated with PGE2 and indomethacin,

however, cAMP and SP-A mRNA levels were higher than those seen in untreated

cultures. These data suggest a role for locally produced prostaglandins in the regulation

of fetal lung maturation.

The source and specific site of action of prostaglandins in the fetal lung remains

unclear. Adenylyl cyclase activity of late gestation fetal rabbit lung was stimulated by a

number of different prostaglandins, with the greatest activity generated in response to

PGE1 and PGI2 treatment (134). The location of various classes of prostaglandin

receptors in the peripheral lung have not been established. Studies using fetal rat lung

cells have shown that while beta-adrenergic stimulation increased cAMP production in

isolated fibroblasts and type II cells, PGE2 stimulated cAMP production occurred in

fibroblasts only (152). These data suggest that fibroblasts but not type II cells have PGE2

receptors coupled to adenylyl cyclase. This does not eliminate the possibility of other

PGE2 stimulated processes by type II cell or fibroblasts, and the cAMP response of fetal

lung cells to other prostaglandins remains to be determined.

1.5.3.3. Arginine Vasopressin

A role for vasopressin (AVP) as a stimulator of mature lung function has been

proposed. AVP infusion into late gestation fetal sheep in utero decreased lung fluid

secretion (171). A direct effect of AVP on lung tissue was confirmed when surfactant

phospholipid release was stimulated from isolated adult rat type II cells in response to

AVP (24, 25). Use of specific AVP receptor agonists and antagonists suggested that

AVP acted through the V2 receptor (25). Generation of inositol phosphates in response

to AVP (24) and the ability of the PKC inhibitor tetracaine (25) to block AVP activity

indicated that AVP works through activation of the inositol phosphate (IP) hydrolysis

PKC pathway to stimulate surfactant release. In other systems AVP stimulation of the V2

receptor leads to activation of adenylyl cyclase and cAMP generation (66), but in rat type

II cells AVP did not increase the activities of adenylyl cyclase (25) or PKA (24). While
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AVP can act directly at the type II cell to stimulate surfactant release, it is unlikely that

this process is camp-dependent.

1.5.3.4. Purinergic agonists

Purine receptors in the lung have also been suggested as modulators of cAMP

stimulated surfactant release. Rabbit fetuses injected with a purinergic antagonist had

lower surfactant phospholipid content of lung lavage than did untreated fetuses (146). A

direct effect of purinergic agonists at the lung was demonstrated by surfactant

phospholipids release from adult rat type II cells in response to purinergic stimulation

(173). In addition to stimulation of surfactant phospholipid release, ATP elevated both

cAMP and inositol tris-phosphate (IP3) levels (173). Release of PC from type II cells in

response to purinergic agents correlated with increased intracellular Catt (142), but a

specific role for Catt in PC release was not demonstrated.

Purine receptors are divided into two classes, P1 and P2, with P1 receptors further

classified as A1 or A2. Sensitivity of the type II cell PC secretory response to various

purinergic agonists suggested the involvement of P2 receptors, but the ability of

antagonists to prevent PC release also indicated the presence of P1 receptors (142). A

more recent study using NECA, a specific A2 receptor agonist, indicated that type II cell

cAMP but not IP3 generation can be stimulated through A2 receptor activation (64).

Endogenous ligands like ATP, however, bind to more than a single subtype of purinergic

receptor, so the secretory response of type II cells to ATP is likely to involve multiple

response pathways.

1.5.3.5. Vasoactive intestinal peptide

Vasoactive intestinal peptide (VIP) stimulates adenylyl cyclase activity through a G

protein to increase cAMP generation in cells possessing VIP receptors in their

membranes (130). The human VIP receptor has been cloned (77). This protein has a

high degree of homology with the family of G protein coupled receptors possessing 7
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transmembrane domains. Cells stably transfected with this putative VIP receptor cDNA

generate cAMP in response to VIP exposure (77).

The presence of VIP receptors in the lung indicate a possible function for VIP in the

regulation of lung function. Autoradiographic studies of adult rat lung indicates most

specific VIP binding is located in the muscle layer surrounding bronchi and in the alveoli,

with alveolar binding restricted primarily to the endothelial cells of alveolar capillaries

(94). The mRNA for VIP has been found in many rat tissues including lung (77), but a

role for VIP in lung function has not yet been established.

1.5.3.6. Transforming growth factor beta

Transforming growth factor beta (TGFbeta) appears to be mitogenic for

mesenchymally-derived cells like fibroblasts while inhibiting the growth of epithelial

cells (131). This generalization holds true for the lung. TGFbeta can inhibit proliferation

of peripheral lung epithelial cells by preventing DNA synthesis (164) as well as by

blocking the stimulatory actions of epidermal growth factor (EGF,96).

Production of TGFbeta by the fetal lung and its activity on lung cell functions have

been confirmed. In situ hybridization studies have shown TGFbeta mRNA localized to

the mesenchyme of mid-gestation mouse lung (93), and northern analysis confirmed the

production of TGFbeta mRNA by late gestation rat lung fibroblasts (161). TGFbeta

mRNA levels do not, however, correlate well with inhibitory activity of the lung

fibroblasts on surfactant phospholipid production by lung type II cells. This inhibitory

activity, which can be eliminated by addition of anti-TGFbeta antibodies, is present in

media conditioned by 16-19 day gestation rat lung fibroblasts but not by fibroblasts from

20-22 day gestation rat lung (161). These data suggest that production of biologically

active TGFbeta could be post-transcriptionally regulated. In human fetal lung explants

TGFbeta treatment reduces the production of SP-A protein and its mRNA (174).

TGFbeta also reduces EGF and 8-bromo camP stimulated SP-A production in this

system. The mechanism by which TGFbeta inhibits lung maturation is unknown.
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TGFbeta may have a general effect to reduce type II cell differentiation. Other

possibilities include a specific prevention of type II cell specific processes, perhaps

through blockade or regulation of the activity of known stimulators of lung maturation

like cAMP.

1.6. Sex differences and lung maturation

Respiratory distress syndrome (RDS) is a major cause of morbidity and death among

premature infants (8). The incidence of RDS is higher in males than females (81).

Amniotic fluid surrounding human female fetuses has higher levels of the surfactant

phospholipids phosphatidylglycerol and disaturated lecithin as well as high

lectin/sphingomyelin ratios from 30 weeks gestation to term (50). These data indicate

that the ability to produce and release surfactant develops earlier in the female during

gestation. Glucocorticoid therapy for RDS is more effective in females (11), again

highlighting the sex difference seen in human perinatal lung adaptation.

1.6.1. Lung morphology and biochemistry

Observations that male infants are more likely to experience RDS than are females

have led to investigation of the morphological and biochemical basis for this difference in

animals. Morphologic studies of developing rat lung show that female lung cells divide

more rapidly, form more contacts between epithelial and mesenchymal cells, and contain

more lamellar bodies earlier in gestation than males (2, 3). Greater deflation stability (8)

and tissue content of SPC (122) indicate that female rabbit lungs are equipped to handle

gas exchange earlier in gestation than males. Available data suggest that, while females

develop earlier, males begin to catch up near the end of normal gestation, supporting the

clinical observation that premature male infants are more likely to experience RDS than

are their female counterparts while the sex difference is less in infants carried to full term

(81).
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1.6.2. Sex steroids and their receptors

Attempts to explain this male-female difference have included examination of plasma

androgen levels and lung androgen receptor concentrations. No difference in androgen

receptor concentrations were found between male and female fetal rabbits (55). Plasma

testosterone in the male rabbit begins to rise before day 19 of gestation and remains

higher than female levels throughout intrauterine life (165, 166). In human fetuses

gonadal testosterone is higher in males between 12 and 15 weeks of gestation, though

levels in male fetuses decrease and approach levels in female gonads between 15 and 20

weeks (139). Though specific estrogen binding has been shown to exist in fetal lung

tissue of several species (110, 111, 128, 129), studies in humans suggest that male and

female fetuses are exposed to similar estrogen levels in utero (145). This information

suggests that androgens may be responsible for the suppressed lung function seen in

males.

A "neighbor effect" described for rabbit fetuses also indicates a role for androgens in

the control of lung function. Surfactant production by female fetuses is depressed if they

have male neighbors in utero while surfactant production by male fetuses is always lower

than is production by females regardless of the sex of their neighbors (121).

Administration of the androgen antagonist flutamide increases the SPC/sphingomyelin

ratio in lung lavage of males to the level seen in females (121), providing additional

evidence that androgens suppress lung function. Further experiments using mice

genetically lacking androgen receptors confirm that androgens work through the classical

androgen receptor to decrease lung function (162).

1.6.3. Fetal sex and fibroblast pneumocyte factor

The sex difference in lung development may lie, at least in part, in the ability of

fibroblasts to produce FPF. Male fibroblasts in culture produce 50% less FPF than do

female fibroblasts of the same gestational age while male and female type II cells of the

same gestational age make the same amount of SPC in response to a given dose of FPF
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(163). Preincubation of fibroblasts of either sex with dihydrotestosterone (DHT) prevents

cortisol stimulation of SPC production by type II cells in response to fibroblast

conditioned medium (163). Some researchers report that DHT treatment must occur

before a critical age of gestation for this effect to be observed, and, once exposed to DHT

for a sufficient period of time, fibroblasts do not regain the ability to produce FPF,

suggesting that DHT has its effects at a pretranslational level (51). This and other work

has led Nielsen to speculate that androgen exposure before day 21 of rabbit gestation

irreversibly influences male fibroblasts in vivo and prevents cortisol stimulated FPF

production (120), thereby limiting the production of surfactant lipids by male type II cells

and leading to delayed maturation of male lung function.

Despite the quantity of information produced in recent years regarding the

relationship between FPF and sex differences in fetal lung development, work in this area

has examined closely only the influence of FPF on the production of surfactant

phospholipids. Androgens may influence many other factors relating to lung function,

and these effects need not occur through modulation of FPF production. Androgens may

suppress lung function by serving a regulatory role at several steps in the various

pathways leading to the production of surfactant components, suggesting the possibility

that some pathways may be affected by androgens while others are not.

1.7. Regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors

1.7.1. The beta-adrenergic response pathway

The events following agonist binding to the beta-adrenergic receptor which lead to

the production of a second messenger have been extensively characterized (135). Agonist

binding to the receptor leads to a conformational change in the receptor that favors

interaction with the stimulatory G protein Gso. This interaction enhances the rate at

which Gso releases GDP from the nucleotide binding site, and replacement of GDP by

GTP activates the G protein. In this form Gso dissociates from the receptor and can in
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turn activate adenylyl cyclase, increasing the rate of production of cAMP from ATP by

this enzyme. Intracellular cAMP levels are controlled by the activities of adenylyl

cyclase and the cAMP phosphodiesterase as well as the influx of extracellular cAMP.

Cyclic AMP is thought to be the major intracellular signal generated in response to beta

adrenergic stimulation.

1.7.2. The structure of the human beta2-adrenergic receptor gene

Approximately 75% of the beta-adrenergic receptors in the human fetal lung are of

the beta2 subtype while the remaining 25% are of the beta1 subtype (41). For this reason

regulation of the beta2-adrenergic receptor is of primary importance in human fetal lung

physiology and will be discussed in detail below.

The gene for the human beta2-adrenergic receptor has been cloned and its promoter

region characterized (84). The human beta2-adrenergic receptor shares with other

adrenergic receptors the interesting feature of being without introns in the coding region

(84). This, as well as protein structural similarities such as the seven transmembrane

domains and ligand binding pocket, suggests a common ancestry among adrenergic

receptors. The 5' region contains consensus sequences for several elements common to

eukaryotic promoters including the TATA box and CAAT box sequences (101). The

presence of guanine- and cytosine-rich clusters is consistent with genes that are

constituitively expressed at low levels (101). Consensus sequences for the glucocorticoid

(31) and cAMP (42) response elements in the region 5' to the coding region indicates

possible hormonal regulation of beta2-adrenergic receptor transcription. Experiments

examining the steroidal regulation of mouse mammary tumor virus transcription suggest

that progestins and androgens may activate gene transcription through DNA sequences

similar or identical to the glucocorticoid response element (GRE, 7, 31). These hormones

may, therefore, alter transcription of the human beta2-adrenergic receptor gene through

interaction with the GRE. Estrogen responsiveness is conferred by a DNA sequence (83)

not found in the 5' promoter region of the human beta2-adrenergic receptor gene (34).
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Thus, direct regulation of human beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA by estrogen is

unlikely in the human fetal lung.

1.7.3. Beta-adrenergic receptor regulation in cell lines

Study of beta-adrenergic receptor regulation by exposure to agonists and cAMP in

clonal cell lines has provided important insights into control of beta-adrenergic receptor

concentration of cell membranes. Exposure of cells to beta-adrenergic agonist leads to

rapid cAMP generation, but within minutes camp levels fall, even when agonist remains

present. Decreased cellular response in the continued presence of agonist can be

explained by several mechanisms, and several terms have been introduced to explain this

diminished responsiveness. Downregulation describes the reduction of receptors on the

cell surface following longer exposure to agonist. Desensitization, or reduced response in

the presence of agonist, can be homologous or heterologous. Homologous desensitization

is reduced response to agonists for the specific receptor while heterologous

desensitization is reduced response to activation of several receptors in the presence of a

single agonist. Much work has been done to determine the mechanisms responsible for

these observations as they relate to the regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors.

1.7.3.1. Downregulation regulation

Downregulation of the beta-adrenergic receptor is another mechanism that regulates

beta-adrenergic responsiveness. Following prolonged agonist exposure, beta-adrenergic

receptors are removed from the plasma membrane and processed such that they cannot be

detected by even hydrophobic ligands (18). The receptors are thought to be lost due to

proteolytic degradation, but the specific fate of these receptors is unclear.

1.7.3.2. Homologous desensitization

There are two components to homologous desensitization. Both cAMP generation

and receptor binding decrease. These observations can be explained by sequestration of

beta-adrenergic receptors from the plasma membrane to a cellular compartment

inaccessible to hydrophilic ligands and lacking effector mechanisms (76). Movement of

*
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beta-adrenergic receptors from the plasma membrane to a light vesicle fraction following

agonist exposure has been demonstrated (71). The use of fluorescence microscopy and

specific anti-beta-adrenergic receptor antibody has also supported the idea that agonist

stimulates the movement of beta-adrenergic receptors from the plasma membrane to a

cytoplasmic compartment inaccessible to hydrophilic ligands (167). These receptors are,

however, accessible to hydrophobic ligands, suggesting receptors are not degraded (167).

Decreased cAMP generation following agonist exposure precedes the sequestration

of beta-adrenergic receptors, suggesting that uncoupling of beta-adrenergic receptors

from effectors precedes sequestration (71). When the process of sequestration is

prevented, cellular response to agonist still decreases (170), again suggesting uncoupling

of receptor and effector following exposure to agonist.

The explanation for these observations appears to lie with a pair of enzymes capable

of beta-adrenergic receptor phosphorylation, PKA and beta-adrenergic receptor kinase

(beta-ARK). Use of cell lines deficient in PKA activity show that agonist exposure still

reduces adenylyl cyclase activity, but secondarily to sequestration (4). Further

experiments have demonstrated that PKA activity is responsible for the rapid uncoupling

of beta-adrenergic receptors from effector mechanisms, probably by phosphorylation of

the beta-adrenergic receptor at specific serine residues (19). Agonist occupancy of the

beta-adrenergic receptor also leads to phosphorylation of the receptor by beta-ARK, a

cAMP-independent kinase that specifically phosphorylates beta-adrenergic receptors

(15). Phosphorylation of beta-adrenergic receptors by beta-ARK interferes with the

interaction between beta-adrenergic receptors and Gso (14), explaining the rapid decrease

in cAMP generation following agonist exposure.

Beta-arrestin, a 46 Kdalton protein, is a necessary co-factor for the beta-ARK

catalyzed phosphorylation of the beta-adrenergic receptor (99). Expression of beta

arrestin mRNA is similar to the distribution of beta-adrenergic receptors and beta-ARK,

with high levels in brain, heart, and lung (99).
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While agonist occupies the beta-adrenergic receptor ligand binding site, and both

PKA and beta-ARK are activated which phosphorylate the beta-adrenergic receptor,

leading to uncoupling and sequestration of beta-adrenergic receptors. In the presence of

low ligand concentrations, only PKA is activated to phosphorylate beta-adrenergic

receptors and uncouple the receptors from adenylyl cyclase. At higher ligand

concentrations beta-ARK is also activated to phosphorylate beta-adrenergic receptors and

to signal sequestration (73). This system allows some sensitivity of the desensitization

response to agonist concentration.

1.7.3.3. Heterologous desensitization

Heterologous desensitization of the beta-adrenergic receptor also occurs in response

to agonists that do not bind to the beta-adrenergic receptor. Agents that activate PKA and

PKC have been shown to desensitize beta-adrenergic responsiveness. Increased

intracellular cAMP activates PKA, which phosphorylates the beta-adrenergic receptor,

preventing interaction with Gso. Agonists that activate PKC can also lead to

desensitization of the beta-adrenergic receptor, again by phosphorylation of the beta

adrenergic receptor (20).

1.7.3.4. Transcriptional regulation

Studies using artificial constructs have shown cAMP can regulate transcription

through the beta-adrenergic receptor promoter. When the segment 5' to the coding region

of the beta2-adrenergic receptor gene was placed 5' to a reporter gene, transcription was

enhanced in the presence of cAMP (35). The mechanism by which camp regulates gene

transcription has been discussed above (section 1.5.2.2).

Regulation of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA by agonist and cAMP has been

investigated in cell lines. DTT1 MF-2 hamster smooth muscle cells, which express beta

adrenergic receptors, have been used for several studies. When DTT1 MF-2 cells were

exposed to epinephrine or a cAMP analog, beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA increased

approximately 4-fold by 2 hours of exposure, then mRNA levels decreased to 1/2 of
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control levels by 24 hours. Receptor levels, as assessed by ligand binding studies, never

increased, and fell to 20-50% of control levels by 24 hours (35, 69). Elevations in mRNA

levels did not lead to an increase in beta-adrenergic receptor concentration in the cell

membrane following cAMP treatment. The transient increase in beta-adrenergic receptor

mRNA was probably due to an increase in the transcription rate of beta-adrenergic

receptor mRNA. Epinephrine stimulation for 30 minutes increased the transcription rate

of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA in these cells without affecting mRNA stability (35),

while 24 hour exposure to isoproterenol decreased beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA

stability without affecting the rate of transcription of this mRNA (67). Differences in the

agonist and concentration (100 nM epinephrine vs. 10 piM isoproterenol) used may

explain, at least in part, discrepancies in these data. Clearly, the transcription rate and

stability of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA is sensitive to agonist, but the mechanism

appears to be complex.

Studies designed to exploit the variety of S49 mouse lymphoma cell lines with

mutations in the beta-adrenergic response pathway have provided some clues to the

mechanism of agonist regulation of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA (68). The inability

of beta-adrenergic agonist to decrease beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA in kin cells,

which lack PKA activity, suggests that this process is normally stimulated by cAMP

through the activity of PKA. Decreased beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA in response to

agonist was similar to wild type S49 cells only in mutants where Gso still couples to the

receptor, even when cAMP content of the cells is lower than normal. These data suggest

that some factor in addition to elevated cAMP related to the physical coupling of receptor

and G protein plays a role in the regulation of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA. Perhaps

activated receptor couples to Gso to regulate an intracellular signal other than cAMP

which also regulates beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA levels in the cell.

Beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA transcription and stability are clearly regulated by

cAMP in these clonal cell lines. Cyclic AMP regulation of other pathways that may
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influence beta-adrenergic receptor number are poorly understood. Effects of cAMP on

processes such as translation of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA, precursor processing in

the endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi, glycosylation, and transport to the cell membrane

have not been reported.

Glucocorticoids also regulate beta-adrenergic receptors. DDT1 MF-2 cells exposed

to glucocorticoids rapidly increase in beta-adrenergic receptor concentration and mRNA

(37). The use of RNA polymerase inhibitors indicated that this elevation in beta

adrenergic receptor and its mRNA is best explained by glucocorticoid-stimulated

transcription, a suggestion supported by the existence of a GRE in the beta2-adrenergic

receptor gene promoter region (84). Both receptor and mRNA levels fall below control,

however, after 10 hours of treatment (34).

1.7.3.5. Summary

Available data suggest that regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors by agonist

exposure and cAMP is very complex. Activation of PKA and beta-ARK leads to

phosphorylation of the beta-adrenergic receptor to decrease stimulation of cAMP and

signal the internalization of beta-adrenergic receptors. Long-term agonist exposure also

leads to the destruction of internalized receptors. Agonist exposure and cAMP also

regulate the production of new beta-adrenergic receptors. Short-term exposure to agonist

or elevated cAMP increase beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA, while longer exposure

decreases mRNA. Agonist and cAMP regulate both the rate of production and stability of

beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA, but effects of these agents on these processes is not

consistent from cell to cell. Cyclic AMP is known to enhance transcription of the beta

adrenergic receptor gene in vitro, but there are no published reports of this increased

transcription resulting in increased beta-adrenergic receptor number in the cell membrane.

Experimental evidence also suggests that cAMP-independent mechanisms following

agonist exposure work to modulate beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA.
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1.7.4. Regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors and mRNA in normal tissues

Expression of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA in several normal tissues has been

characterized. Studies using adult human liver showed that while this tissue expresses

almost exclusively the beta2 subtype of adrenergic receptor, tissue content of beta1

adrenergic receptor mRNA was approximately five times higher than the tissue content of

beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA (5). There was no apparent difference in beta1- and

beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA stability, as assessed by incubation of tissue with

actinomycin D, suggesting that the higher beta1-adrenergic receptor mRNA levels were

due to a higher rate of transcription. Post-transcriptional processing of beta1- and beta2

adrenergic receptors in the human liver is also likely to differ since beta1-adrenergic

receptors were not detectable in cell membranes despite high mRNA levels.

Concentrations of beta2-adrenergic receptors and beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA

have been shown to change with age in the developing rat liver (147). Beta2-adrenergic

receptor concentration was highest in fetal liver, but dropped following birth, and

remained low for more than 80 days following delivery. Beta2-adrenergic receptor

mRNA was also highest during late gestation and decreases below the sensitivity of

northern analysis by postnatal day 15. It is interesting to note that beta2-adrenergic

receptor concentrations fell prior to the decrease in beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA

levels. These data again highlight the lack of correlation between beta-adrenergic

receptor mRNA and receptor levels.

Thyroid hormones have been shown to regulate beta1- and beta2-adrenergic receptor

mRNA levels in heart, lung, and liver (92), three important target tissues for beta

adrenergic stimulation. Beta1- and beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA levels decreased in

heart and lung following thyroidectomy, but these levels were normal if thyroid hormone

is administered to thyroidectomized animals. Thyroidectomy did not alter the low

expression of liver beta1-adrenergic receptor mRNA but increased liver beta2-adrenergic

receptor mRNA levels. This increase in beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA did not occur
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if thyroid hormones were replaced following thyroidectomy. While the site of thyroid

hormone action to regulate beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA is unknown, these studies

clearly show that beta1- and beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNAs are regulated in a tissue

specific manner.

Estrogens and progestins appear to mediate beta-adrenergic receptor concentration in

the ovary (78). Estrogens and progestins are elevated during the rat estrous cycle. When

circulating progestins increase, ovarian beta-adrenergic receptor concentration was about

two times higher than the beta-adrenergic receptor concentration measured during the

period of high estrogen. The location of estrogen and progestin action, however, is

unknown.

Regulation of beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA by testosterone has been

demonstrated in rat prostate (36). Beta2-adrenergic receptor concentration is very

sensitive to circulating testosterone levels. Prostate beta2-adrenergic receptor levels

dropped following castration, but there was no corresponding drop in beta2-adrenergic

receptor mRNA. Testosterone replacement of castrates did lead to a rapid elevation of

beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA by 12 hours, followed by a decline to levels observed

prior to replacement. Receptor levels continued to rise for 3 days following the initiation

of testosterone administration to castrates. While other processes regulating beta2

adrenergic receptor levels are also testosterone sensitive, testosterone does clearly

modulate beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA levels in the prostate.

Endogenous catecholamines regulate beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA in rat adipose

tissue (63). Denervation of fat pads reduces catecholamine levels of adipose tissue,

removing a desensitizing force which regulates local beta1 and beta3-adrenergic receptor

mRNAs. Following denervation, beta1-adrenergic receptor mRNA in adipose tissue

remained unchanged from that of intact tissue while beta3-adrenergic receptor mRNA

was elevated in denervated adipose tissue. Treatment of intact animals with the beta

adrenergic agonist isoproterenol decreased adipose tissue concentrations of both beta1
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and beta3-adrenergic receptor mRNA. While both beta1 and beta3-adrenergic receptor

mRNAs are sensitive to elevated agonist concentration, these receptor mRNAs are

differentially sensitive to removal of endogenous agonist influences.

These studies provide examples of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA expression in

several tissues and regulation by both developmental and hormonal influences. The lack

of obvious coordination between mRNA levels and membrane receptor binding

concentration is also pointed out by these studies. Modulation of beta-adrenergic receptor

concentration in the cell membrane is clearly a very complex process, with regulation

occurring at many levels. Determination of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA levels may

provide insight into the regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors in individual cells or

tissues but cannot be considered a reliable indicator of new beta-adrenergic receptor

production in vivo.

1.7.5. Regulation of lung beta-adrenergic receptors

Many tissue express more than a single type of beta-adrenergic receptor. The human

fetal lung contains about 75% beta2- and 25% beta1-adrenergic receptors (41). The ratio

of beta2- to beta1- adrenergic receptor mRNA found in adult rat lung is similar to the

proportion of these subtypes found in the human fetal lung (34).

Many hormones can influence the beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of the

developing lung. Regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors by beta-adrenergic agonists,

thyroid hormone, sex steroids, and glucocorticoids have all been investigated.

1.7.5.1. Administered agonists

Beta-adrenergic agonists decrease lung beta-adrenergic receptor concentration in

vivo. Chronic in utero exposure of late gestation fetal rabbits to terbutaline, a beta

adrenergic receptor agonist, decreased lung beta-adrenergic receptor concentration (88).

Beta-adrenergic receptor concentration in the fetal rat lung increases during late gestation,

and receptor concentration increased in the face of chronic terbutaline treatment. These
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data suggest that the mechanism by which beta-adrenergic receptors increase during late

gestation may be independent of agonist-induced receptor downregulation.

Administration of beta-adrenergic agonists to the fetus also regulates subsequent

responses to beta-adrenergic stimulation. Isoproterenol exposure of lung and liver

enzymes following chronic terbutaline treatment showed that these enzymes are

differentially coupled to beta-adrenergic stimulation. In the lung, phosphatidic acid

phosphatase response to isoproterenol was unchanged by terbutaline pretreatment while

stimulation by isoproterenol of ornithine decarboxylase and adenylyl cyclase were

reduced following terbutaline exposure (88). The isoproterenol response of ornithine

decarboxylase and adenylyl cyclase correlate well with the decrease in beta-adrenergic

receptor concentration, but the activation of the enzyme involved in surfactant synthesis

by isoproterenol was not reduced. The isoproterenol-stimulated activity of phosphatidic

acid phosphatase increased in the lung prior to birth even following fetal exposure to

terbutaline, but isoproterenol-stimulated activity of this enzyme in the liver did not rise

(89). Linkage of enzymes to beta-adrenergic receptors is clearly different in liver than in

lung where the sensitivity of processes important for perinatal adaptation to beta

adrenergic agonists are maintained even following persistent beta-adrenergic stimulation.

Treatment of fetal rats in utero with propylthiouracil (PTU) renders the pups

hypothyroid. PTU-treated pups had lower lung beta-adrenergic receptor concentrations

than did PTU-treated pups which received thyroid hormone replacement or untreated

control animals (175). Thyroid hormone treatment of rabbit fetal lung in explant culture,

however, did not result in elevated beta-adrenergic receptor concentration (56),

suggesting that thyroid hormones may not act directly at the lung to influence beta

adrenergic receptor concentration.

1.7.5.2. Sex Steroids

Because clinical data suggest an advantage in lung function for female over male

infants (114, 119), a role for sex steroids in the regulation of lung beta-adrenergic
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receptor concentration has been proposed. Padbury and colleagues have reported lower

beta-adrenergic receptor concentrations in male than female preterm rabbits (127), but

other investigators have been unable to confirm this observation (55). Fetal lung tissue

does contain androgen receptors (55), and circulating androgens are higher in developing

males than females (138). Injection of dihydrotestosterone into rabbit fetuses decreases

lung beta-adrenergic receptor concentration (115), but currently there are no data to

support a direct effect of androgens on the lung.

The observation that premature infants suffering from RDS have lower plasma

estrogen levels than premature infants without respiratory difficulties (38) suggests a

possible relationship between estrogen and lung function. Plasma estrogen concentration

is not, however, different for male and female human fetuses during midgestation (138).

17-beta-estradiol treatment of pregnant rabbit does enhanced surfactant phospholipid and

SP-A synthesis by late gestation fetal lungs (39). Estrogen treatment of rabbit pups in

utero also elevated lung beta-adrenergic receptor concentration (116). Because maternal

treatment is used in these studies, it is impossible to determine if estrogen acts at the lung

or some other site to modulate lung responses. While estrogen is not likely to be

responsible for the observed sex differences in perinatal pulmonary adaptation, estrogen

may be an important regulator of lung beta-adrenergic receptor concentration and overall

lung function.

1.7.5.3. Glucocorticoids

Because glucocorticoid therapy prior to delivery improves the lung function of

preterm infants (12), the effects of glucocorticoids on lung beta-adrenergic receptor

concentration have been extensively studied. Betamethasone treatment of rabbit pups in

utero increases the beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of lung but not heart (33),

suggesting a mechanism of glucocorticoid action specific to lung tissue. In explant

culture both rat (102) and rabbit (56) fetal lung have higher beta-adrenergic receptor

concentrations following dexamethasone treatment.
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In contrast, human fetal lung explants cultured with dexamethasone have lower beta

adrenergic receptor concentrations than do untreated control explants (40). The

difference between dexamethasone treatment of rat and rabbit when compared to human

fetal lung may be explained by differences in relative gestational age at the time tissue

was harvested for culture. Rat and rabbit fetal tissues are harvested late in gestation while

human fetal lung is harvested during midgestation. These studies are also difficult to

compare because human fetal lung matures rapidly in culture. In spite of these

differences, glucocorticoids are the only hormones for which a direct action at the lung to

influence beta-adrenergic receptor concentration has been demonstrated in these species.

1.7.5.4. Gestational age

Changes in lung beta-adrenergic receptor concentration with gestational age are well

documented. The beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of fetal rat, rabbit, and human

lung has been shown to increase with gestation (41, 144). For rat and rabbit, this

observation has been extended to show that lung beta-adrenergic receptor concentration

continues to increase postnataly. This rising beta-adrenergic receptor concentration does

not occur in other beta-adrenergic receptor-rich organs such as the heart and brain (102)

and appears to be specific to the developing lung. The concentration of beta-adrenergic

receptors increases in human fetal lung explants during organ culture (40) in parallel with

other developmental events such as maturing lung cytoarchitecture (108), increasing

number of identifiable type II cells (108), and rising lung DSPC (60) and SP-A content

(174). The key factor(s) regulating beta-adrenergic receptor concentration in the

developing human fetal lung, in vivo or in explant culture, remains unknown.
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2. Methods

2.1. Human fetal lung explant culture

Background

Culture of midgestation human fetal lung explants offers the opportunity to

observe the development of peripheral lung structures in a controlled environment.

Previous studies have characterized the differentiation that occurs during lung culture

(60). At the time of initiation of the cultures lung cytoarchitecture is relatively immature,

with large interstitial spaces and few recognizable type II cells. The lung is also

immature biochemically; lung content of SP-A (124) and SPC (60) are also low.

After several days in explant culture the tissue closely resembles late gestation or

term fetal lung. Morphological development includes the reduction of the interstitial cell

mass, enlargement of lumenal spaces analogous to alveoli, and the differentiation of the

epithelium into cells identifiable as type I and type II cells (60). Explant content of SP-A

(124) and rate of incorporation of choline into SPC (60) also rise dramatically. During

this period beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of the lung explants approximately

doubles (40), more closely approximating the concentration of receptors found in term

fetal lung (41). The number of type II cells also increases, and after 4 days of culture cell

populations enriched in type II cells can reliably be obtained from explants.

The use of an explant culture model provides the opportunity to manipulate the

observed in vitro development by the addition of hormones and other chemicals to the

medium. The effects of hormones, second messengers, and enzyme inhibitors directly on

lung tissue can be assessed without the complications of treating the whole animal.

Culture of lung explants also maintains intracellular connections or paracrine

relationships that may be important for lung cells to respond to exogenous stimulation.

To aid in gas perfusion the explants are plated of either side of the center of the culture

dish. Medium is added, and the culture dish is placed in the incubator on a rocker
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platform alternately exposing the explants to medium and the atmosphere of the

incubator.

Other methods of culturing human fetal lung explants are in current use. Another

popular method involves placing explants on grids which float on culture medium, so one

face of the explant is exposed to medium and can absorb needed nutrients and water

while the other surface is exposed to the atmosphere of the incubator for gas exchange

(54). Experiments performed using this method give similar or identical results to

experiments performed with explant plated and rocked as described above.

Cells of these explants remain healthy throughout the culture period. Lung cells

in the explants are viable for at least 6 days of explant culture as assessed by explant

DNA and protein content as well as the ability of explants to incorporate a number of

precursor molecules into PC (60).

The n value stated for each experiment represents the number of individual lungs

examined. The beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of midgestation human fetal lungs

varies greatly (41). For this reason all experiments were performed as paired studies,

with untreated and treated explants from the same lung. All data are presented as mean

plus or minus the standard error of the mean (SEM).

Procedure

Human fetal lung explant culture was performed as previously described (60).

Lung tissue from abortuses of 16 to 24 weeks gestation was obtained under a protocol

approved by the University of California at San Francisco Committee on Human

Experimentation. Tissue was handled using sterile technique and equipment. The lung

was dissected free of major airways and chopped into 1 mm cubes using a McIlwain

tissue chopper. These cubes were plated onto scored tissue culture dishes and maintained

on a rocker platform (2 oscillations per minute) in a humidified incubator at 37°C in an

atmosphere of 5% CO2/95% room air for up to 5 days. The day of plating was day 0.

Tissue designated as "no culture" was harvested prior to the first addition of media.
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Explants were cultured in Waymouth's medium containing penicillin (pen), streptomycin

(strep), and fungizone in the absence of serum (untreated) or cultured with media

containing IBMX, 8-bromo camp, meclofenamate, terbutaline, H-7, and/or H-8 (treated).

Media were changed every 24-36 hours.

Explants were used for membrane radioreceptor binding studies, cAMP

generation, RNA preparation, and the isolation of type II cells.

2.2. Human fetal lung type II cells

Background

The type II cell is responsible for the processes most important for successful

perinatal lung adaptation. These cells are the site of the production and release of

surfactant and are known to respond to beta-adrenergic stimulation (112). While other

lung cells may have beta-adrenergic receptors, autoradiographic evidence (155) shows

that type II cells account for a large percentage of beta-adrenergic receptors in peripheral

lung tissue. For these reasons the study of type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors and

signal generation through these receptors is of special interest.

At the time explant cultures are initiated, few type II cells are present in the lung.

After at least 4 days of culture, however, differentiation has proceeded, and type II cells

can be reliably isolated from human fetal lung explants. The various procedures used for

isolation of type II cells exploits two properties of the type II cell. These cells are non

adherent when compared to other cells such as fibroblasts. Mature type II cells also

contain large amounts of lipids stored as surfactant which contributes to their lower

overall density.

Type II cells were isolated using a differential adhesion protocol. Explants were

digested with trypsin to release single cells, and the resulting cell suspension was plated

on tissue culture dishes. Contaminant cells, primarily fibroblasts, adhere to culture dishes
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while type II cells do not. Media from these dishes contained a population of cells which

were at least 80% type II cells.

Another popular method for isolating type II cells relies on the different density of

various cell types. The use of gradient centrifugation also produces reliable separation of

type II cells from contaminating cell types in the cell suspension resulting from explant

digestion (43). The results obtained by the differential adhesion and gradient

centrifugation protocols are very similar.

Isolated type II cells plated and maintained in culture rapidly dedifferentiate (98);

they lose their ability to synthesize SP-A, B, and C as well as large amounts of PC.

Recently a technique has been developed to maintain differentiated type II cells in

isolated culture (Carole Mendelson, personal communication). MDCK (Mann-Daubney

canine kidney) cells are used to coat tissue culture dishes with matrix. After the MDCK

cells are removed, type II cells adhere to the matrix, and under these conditions type II

cells retain their phenotypic characteristics. Type II cells maintained in this manner can

be used to study the effects of hormones, second messengers, and enzyme inhibitors

directly on the type II cells.

Type II cells obtained using the differential adhesion protocol were lysed for

preparation of membranes for use in radioreceptor binding studies or assay of adenylyl

cyclase activity, used intact for cAMP generation, or were plated on tissue culture dished

coated with MDCK cell matrix for maintenance and use in isolated cell culture.

Procedure

After 4 to 5 days of explant culture, explants were incubated in a trypsin solution

at 37°C with mixing for 45-60 minutes until explants were barely or no longer visible

(10). The resulting cell suspension was incubated for 3 minutes with DNAse to digest

floating DNA. Trypsin digestion was inhibited by incubation for 3 minutes with calf

serum added to achieve 15% of total volume. The cell suspension was then filtered

through cotton gauze and centrifuged at 400Xg for 8 minutes at room temperature. The
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resulting cell pellet was resuspended in dispersal medium (Dulbecco's modified Eagle's

medium (DMEM), containing pen/strep and 10% calf serum), and an aliquot was counted

using a hemocytometer to determine the number of cells present. Cells were plated at a

density of 4X10e? in 8 ml dispersal medium per 100 mm tissue culture plate. The plates

were placed in a humidified incubator in an atmosphere of 5%CO2/95% room air at 37°C

for 30 minutes to allow cells to adhere. After this incubation the non-adherent cells were

rinsed from the plate using the continuous flow method. The media was removed.

Phosphate buffered saline (PBS) was gently squirted across the top of the plate, while at

the same time, PBS was collected in another pipette from the bottom of the plate. The

media and PBS from all plates was pooled and centrifuged as before. Again the cells

were counted, plated at a density of 3X10e7 cells per 100 mm plate, and were allowed to

adhere for 60 minutes in the incubator. Following this incubation the non-adherent cells

were again collected using the continuous flow method, pelleted, and counted. The final

cell population obtained contained at least 80% type II cells, as determined by light

microscopic identification of lamellar bodies, and was approximately 90% viable, as

determined by trypan blue dye exclusion.

Matrix coated dishes were obtained by culturing MDCK cells to confluence in

DMEM with pen/strep and 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS). The medium was removed,

and the cells were lysed with a solution of 1% deoxycholate in distilled H20, pH 8.0. Cell

debris was removed with suction, and the plated were washed at least 3 times with PBS to

remove residual detergent. Dishes were used within a few hours for type II cell cultures.

Following isolation from lung explants, type II cell enriched populations plated on

MDCK matrix-coated dishes were maintained in a humidified incubator in an atmosphere

of 5%CO2/95% room air in Waymouth's medium containing pen/strep in the absence of

serum. These cells maintained their differentiated state for at least 2 days of culture, as

determined by light microscopic identification of lamellar bodies and analysis of SP-A

content (Figure 1). Isolated type II cells maintained in this manner were treated with
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drugs to examine the effects of substances directly on the type II cell. Cells were

harvested for SP-A analysis or were used for whole cell radioreceptor binding to

determine the number of beta-adrenergic receptors per cell.

2.3. Beta-adrenergic receptor binding assays

Background

Beta-adrenergic responses of lung tissue and especially lung type II cells are

important for perinatal lung function. Since only small amounts of human fetal lung were

available, and differences in beta-adrenergic receptor concentrations might be small,

accurate assays for beta-adrenergic receptors were required.

The lung explant membrane binding assay has been previously characterized (4)1.

Membrane particulates were prepared by differential centrifugation from harvested

explants following exposure to hormones, enzyme inhibitors, and other chemicals or

media without added treatments.

Membrane particulate fractions were also prepared from freshly isolated lung type

II cells by a single centrifugation of cell lysate. Studies by other laboratories to

characterize beta-adrenergic receptors in rabbit and rat type II cells were limited in scope

(48, 157), and beta-adrenergic receptor binding to human fetal lung type II cells had not

been previously reported. For these reasons analysis of the agonist and antagonist

binding properties of human fetal lung type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors were

conducted to determine the beta-adrenergic receptor subtypes present in these samples.

Guanyl nucleotide dependence of agonist binding was investigated to determine if

receptor affinity was influences by the activity of G proteins.

An assay to measure beta-adrenergic receptors on intact isolated type II cells was

also developed. Previous reports indicated that high non-specific binding of radiolabelled

compounds to whole cells and internalization of ligand prevented accurate estimates of

receptor number per type II cell (49). Incubation at cold temperatures and low pH
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reduced the internalization of ligand. The use of very small incubation volumes

minimized nonspecific binding. Treatment of type II cells in isolated cultures directly

can allow determination of which substances act directly at the level of the type II cell to

regulate beta-adrenergic receptors.

Procedure

Preparation of membrane particulates

Membrane particulates were prepared from whole lung explants by differential

centrifugation as previously described (41). The explants were homogenized (Tekmar

Tissuemizer, Cincinnati, Ohio) in a ice cold buffer of 50 mM

tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane (Tris), 1 mM ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

(EDTA), pH 7.4, and the homogenate was centrifuged at 1200X g for 15 minutes at 4°C.

The supernatant was spun in a microfuge at 15000 Xg for 15 minutes at 4°C. The

resulting pellet was resuspended in 50 mM Tris, 4 mM MgCl2, pH 7.4, quick frozen in

liquid N2, and stored at -70°C.

The particulate fraction from isolated lung cells were prepared by freezing cells

suspended in 50 mM Tris, 4 mM EDTA, pH 7.4 in liquid N2. The cells were then rapidly

thawed in a 37°C water bath and centrifuged at 29,000X g for 20 minutes at 4°C. The

resulting pellet was resuspended in 50 mM Tris, 4 mM MgCl2, pH 7.4. This suspension

was quick frozen in liquid N2 and stored at -70°C. The particulate suspension was

homogenized in a glass/glass Dounce homogenizer prior to use. The number of cells

used for each membrane preparation was determined using a hemocytometer, and total

protein was assayed in each membrane preparation using the method of Bradford (21).

Membrane Receptor Binding

Beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of membrane particulates was determined

by binding with 125I-iodocyanopindolol (ICYP), a specific beta-adrenergic receptor

antagonist. Membrane particulates (0.025-0.10 mg/ml) were incubated at 30°C for 60

120 minutes in 50 mM Tris, 4 mM MgCl2, 0.1 mM HCl, 1 mM ascorbate, pH 7.4 with
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6.25 to 800 pM ICYP in a final volume of 250 ml. Experiments were performed to

demonstrate that equilibrium was reached under these conditions. Total and specific

binding did not vary with time of incubation between 60 and 150 minutes for either

explant (Figure 2) or type II cell (Figure 3) membrane preparations. Total and specific

binding were linear in relation to protein concentration between 0.025 and 0.1 mg/ml for

explant membranes (Figure 4) and 0.01 and 0.10 mg/ml for type II cell membranes

(Figure 5). Following incubation the particulate was collected onto glass fiber filters by

vacuum filtration, rinsed with cold 50 mM Tris, 4 mM MgCl2 buffer, and counted using a

gamma counter. The protein concentration of each membrane particulate was determined

using the method of Bradford (21).

Isolated type II cell receptor binding

Isolated cell populations enriched in human fetal lung type II cells were plated at a

density of 200,000 to 500,000 cells/well on 24 well tissue culture plates. Cells were

plated in Waymouth's media with pen/strep, 0.5 ml per well. On the next day, following

adherence of cells to the plate, the medium was removed and replaced with media with or

without drugs at a final volume of 0.1 ml/well.

Immediately prior to assay, the media were aspirated, and the monolayers were

rinsed 3 times with 0.5 ml Waymouth's including 10 mM N-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine

N'-(2-ethanesulfonic acid) (HEPES) buffer, pH 7.0 (modified Way). Monolayers were

incubated in a final volume of 0.1 ml of incubation medium (modified Way including 0.9

mM Na ascorbate, 10 mM MgCl2, and 1% bovine serum albumin, pH 7.0) which

included ICYP (1 to 200 pM) and unlabeled competitor if appropriate. Plates were

incubated overnight at 4°C (12-15 hours) on rotating platform. Plates were wrapped in

parafilm to reduce evaporation. Following the incubation, reactions were terminated by

removing the medium and rinsing each well 4 times with 0.5 ml rinse buffer (130 mM

NaCl, 4 mM KCl, 0.6 mM MgSO4, 0.3 mM CaCl2, and 0.5 mM KH2PO4, pH 7.0.
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Monolayers were solubilized in 1 ml 0.2N NaOH per well for 2 hours, and this volume is

counted for radioactivity in a gamma counter.

Calculations and Data Analysis

Beta-adrenergic receptor concentration and the dissociation constant (Kd) of the

radioligand was determined by computer-assisted analysis (143) of bound ICYP as a

function of free ICYP. The data were then arrayed as described by Scatchard (149).

Beta-adrenergic receptor concentration was determined as the high affinity component of

the ICYP binding isotherm, which had a Kd consistent with ICYP binding to beta

adrenergic receptors in other preparations (40). Previous experiments with human fetal

lung indicate that the high affinity component of ICYP binding determined by this

technique is indistinguishable from the portion of the ICYP binding prevented by excess

isoproterenol (41). Often limited availability of tissue or cells made complete Scatchard

analysis impossible. Calculation of receptor concentration was performed based on ICYP

binding of a membrane or cell sample in the presence or absence of a competitor using

the formula PT=PL(1+(Kd/Lf)), where PT is the total receptor concentration of the

sample, PL is the amount of receptor bound with ligand, and Lf is the amount of free

ligand. These "one point" assays were performed at concentrations of Lf approximately

equal to Kd. Data are expressed as the number of beta-adrenergic receptors per cell

and/or in relation to membrane protein.

2.4. Analysis of cAMP

Background

The ability of cell membrane preparations to generate cAMP was determined by

assay of adenylyl cyclase activity in response to appropriate stimulation. In intact cells

and tissues, cAMP content and cAMP generated in response to stimulation were

measured by cAMP radioimmunoassay of tissue extract.
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Adenylyl cyclase activity of type II cell membranes was assessed by measuring

the conversion of radiolabelled ATP to cAMP in response to beta-adrenergic agonists,

guanine nucleotides and analogs, and other activators of adenylyl cyclase activity. While

this method does not allow determination of cAMP content or basal cAMP production in

vivo, the ability to use various drugs does allow a more detailed characterization of the

properties of adenylyl cyclase and control of its activity.

Assay of cAMP by RIA in explants and intact cells provides the opportunity to

assess camp content as well as cAMP generated in response to beta-adrenergic and post

receptor stimuli. The addition of the cAMP phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX prevents

rapid cAMP turnover and allows measurement of cAMP generated in response to various

stimuli.

Procedure

Adenylyl cyclase assay

Adenylyl cyclase activity was assessed using a modification of the assay

described by Salomon (148). Membrane particulate (20-30 pig) was incubated for 10

minutes at 37°C in 50 mM HEPES, pH 8.0, containing 4 mM MgCl2, 0.4 mM ATP, 18.5

kBq [32P) oATP, 1 mM camP and a regenerating solution (10 U/ml creatine

phosphokinase and 10 mM creatine phosphate) in a final volume of 50 pil. The reaction

was stopped by addition of 1 ml of "stop solution" containing 10 mM cAMP, 1 mM ATP,

and 0.2% Na-lauryl sulfate (SDS). Cyclic AMP was separated from ATP using

sequential Dowek alumina columns with *H camp added to monitor recovery which was
80-95%.

Cyclic AMP Determination for explants and cells

To stimulate cAMP generation, lung explants were incubated for 10 minutes at

37°C in 0.15 M NaCl, 0.1 mM ascorbate, and 1 mM IBMX (solution A) and

isoproterenol, forskolin, or diluent (1 mM HCl). The reaction was stopped by the

addition of HCl (0.1 N final concentration). To determine unstimulated cAMP content,
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explants were maintained at 4°C. HCl was added to lyse cells and prevent further cAMP

generation or degradation, and solution A was added to achieve a final HCl concentration

of 0.1 N.

For cAMP generation isolated type II cells (3 to 5X10es cells/tube in PBS) were

incubated for 10 minutes at 37°C with 1 mM IBMX and isoproterenol, forskolin or

diluent (1 mM HCl). Cells for cAMP content determination were maintained at 4°C.

HCl was added to stop camp generation as above, then IBMX was added to achieve the

same final concentration as in stimulated cell samples.

All explant and type II cell samples were incubated overnight at 4°C to extract

cAMP. Explant and cell preparations were centrifuged at 3000Xg for 30 minutes at 4°C

to pellet cell debris. The supernatant was assayed for cAMP.

Cyclic AMP radioimmunoassay

Cyclic AMP was measured by RIA (22). Unlabeled cAMP for the standard curve,

125I-cAMP, antibody, and the tissue extracts were diluted in the assay buffer of 100 mM

sodium acetate, pH 6.2. Triethylamine : acetic anhydride (2:1) was added to cAMP

standards and samples and incubated at room temperature for 20 minutes to acetylate the

cAMP. 125I-cAMP followed by anti-cAMP antibody with 0.1% BSA were added to each

tube and incubated overnight at 4°C, followed by ethanol precipitation and counting of

the precipitate. DNA content of extracted explants were determined to allow

standardization of cAMP results from lung explants (150). Cyclic AMP data from

isolated type II cells were standardized to cell number.

The standard curve for the cAMP RIA was determined by an iterative program

which determines bound radioactivity as a function of non-radioactive material. The

parameters generated were used to calculate the amount of cAMP present in the tissue

extracts. Cyclic AMP response curves to isoproterenol were analyzed by iterative curve

fitting of cAMP generated as a function of isoproterenol concentration to determine the
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agonist concentration (EC50) resulting in half-maximal cAMP generation as well as the

maximal cAMP response.

2.5. Prostaglandin radioimmunoassay

Background

Prostaglandins have been shown to modulate important indicators of human fetal

lung development in explant culture (1,9). Fetal lung fibroblasts produce prostaglandins

(158), and human fetal lung explants produce PGI and PGE2 in culture (1) where they

accumulate in the culture media. Assay of culture media allows assessment of explant

prostaglandin production. When necessary, media samples were concentrated so

prostaglandin levels would be detectable by RIA.

Procedure

6-keto-PGF10, RIA

Media from explant cultures were harvested and stored in 0.2 mg

indomethacin/ml at -20°C prior to assay. A phosphate buffer of 0.9% NaCl, 0.1% sodium

azide, NaH2PO4·H2O (1.69 g/l), Na2HPO4 (12.2 g/l), and NaN3 (1 g/l) was used to dilute

samples, unlabeled 6-keto-PGF10 for standards, 3H-6-keto-PGF10, and the antibody.

Sample or standard, 3H-6-keto-PGF1a, and antibody were mixed and incubated overnight

at 4°C. The phosphate buffer containing 50% activated charcoal, 5% dextran T-50, and

5% gelatin was used to separate bound from unbound 3H-6-keto-PGF10. This solution

was added to assay tubes, and the tubes were centrifuged at 3000Xg for 15 minutes. The

supernatant was counted in a beta-counter to determine antibody-bound radioactivity.

Calculations to determine prostaglandin concentration of samples took into account

radioactive decay as well as biological breakdown of the radiolabelled compound and the

counting efficiency of the beta-counter.
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PGE2 RIA

Radioimmunoassay of PGE2 was similar to the process described for 6-keto

PGF10 with 3H-PGE2, unlabeled PGE2, and anti-PGE2 antibody substituted for the

corresponding materials listed above. Because PGE2 is present in media samples at

lower concentrations than 6-keto-PGF10, media samples for determination of PGE2

concentration were concentrated using C2 Amprep Minicolumns (Amersham). Columns

were rinsed with methanol followed by water. Each sample was acidified by addition of

citric acid to a final concentration of 30 mM to obtain a sample pH of approximately 4.0,

and then the sample was applied to a column. Each column was then washed with water,

10% ethanol, and hexane. The sample was then eluted by addition of methyl formate,

and the eluate was dried at 35°C under a stream of nitrogen. The dried sample was

resuspended in prostaglandin RIA assay buffer. Calculations were performed as for the

CAMP RIA.

2.6. Analysis of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA

Background

The number of beta-adrenergic receptors available for binding on the cell surface

is regulated by several complex systems. The presence of ligand, the generation of

second messengers, and other factors control the expression of receptors. Receptor levels

can be regulated by the amount of specific mRNA available for translation in the cell.

Beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA is known to be regulated by both ligand and cAMP (35).

This mRNA is present in low copy number, so quantitative analysis and comparison

between tissues treated in different manners is likely to be difficult.

Procedure

Preparation of total human fetal lung explant mRNA

Explants were placed in autoclaved microfuge tubes, frozen in liquid nitrogen

immediately following removal from culture, and stored at -70°C. Explants were
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homogenized in guanadinium isothiocyanate solution containing 590 mg/ml guanadinium

isothiocyanate, 50 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 10 mM EDTA, and 5% beta-mercaptoethanol.

Homogenates were centrifuged for 15 minutes at 3000Xg and room temperature to pellet

any large particles. The supernatant was passed through a 20 gauge needle several times

to shear chromosomal DNA. N-lauroylsarcosine (sarcosyl) was added to a final

concentration of 2% (w/v), followed by the addition of 0.1g CsCl/ml solution. This

solution was placed in an ultracentrifuge tube on top of a 5.7M CsCl cushion carefully to

maintain the interface between solutions. Samples were spun in a Beckman TL-100

ultracentrifuge using a TLS-55 rotor at 180,000 Xg and 20°C for 3-20 hours. After

ultracentrifugation the supernatant was carefully removed, and the pellet was allowed to

air dry at room temperature. The pellet was placed in resuspension buffer (5 mM EDTA,

0.5% sarcosyl, and 5% beta-mercaptoethanol) and stored at 4°C overnight. This aqueous

material was extracted using phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (25:24:1) until no

interface was visible. NaOAc solution to achieve a concentration of 0.3 M and 2.5

volumes of cold ethanol were added to the aqueous material, and precipitation of nucleic

acids was achieved either by storage at -20°C for several hours or following placement in

a dry ice/ethanol bath for 15 minutes. Pelleted nucleic acids were resuspended in DEPC

treated H2O or sterile 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA (TE). Nucleic acids were quantitated by

spectrophotometry at 260 and 280 A. All samples were separated by electrophoresis on

agarose gels and stained with ethidium bromine to visualize nucleic acids and verify the

quality of the preparations by absence of bands representing contaminating DNA and the

sharpness of the ribosomal RNA bands indicating that the RNA was not degraded. This

procedure was performed essentially as described (6).

Northern Analysis

Background

Northern analysis allows detection of specific mRNA in samples of total RNA.

Total RNA is separated by size by electrophoresis through an agarose gel. This RNA is
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transferred to nitrocellulose, which can be exposed to a radiolabelled probe that is

antisense for the specific RNA of interest. The blot is exposed to film, and the

autoradiogram in comparison with the original gel provides information regarding the

size and relative amounts of the specific mRNA in various samples. The specificity of

this method depends on the match between the probe and sample mRNA as well as the

stringency of the conditions used for hybridization and subsequent washing steps.

Procedure

Up to 100 pig of total RNA was separated on 1.2% agarose gels with

formaldehyde. RNA was then transferred to nitrocellulose essentially as described using

3M NaCl, 0.3 M Na-citrate, pH 7.0 (20X SSC) (6). Transfer was allowed to proceed

overnight. The nitrocellulose was then dried under vacuum and stored in an airtight

envelope until hybridization.

The cDNA of the human beta2-adrenergic receptor (85) was used as a template

for the preparation of a 32P-radiolabelled DNA probe using the Multiprime method

(Amersham). This kit uses random short nucleotide sequences, which will associate at

many locations along the DNA template, as primers for polymerase activity. The Klenow

fragment of DNA polymerase I incorporates nucleotides including 32PdCTP into newly

formed oligonucleotides. A Sephadex G-50 spin column was used to separate

unincorporated radionucleotides from the labeled oligonucleotides. Material passing

through the spin column was counted in a beta-counter and added directly to

prehybridized nitrocellulose filters.

Nitrocellulose filters blotted with sample RNA were prehybridized and hybridized

in 50% formamide hybridization solution (6) at 42°C for 8-24 hours. The solution was

changed prior to the addition of radiolabelled probe, and hybridization was allowed to

proceed under these conditions, which were of high stringency. Following hybridization,

blots were washed in one of several SSC/SDS solutions to determine optimal stringency

for washing the blots. Washes were usually conducted at room temperature, but washed
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at elevated temperatures ranging from 37–55°C were performed in some experiments to

reduce the background signal. Following washes, the blots were wrapped in Saran Wrap

and exposed to film for up to 7 days.

RNAse protection assay

Background

The RNAse protection assay allows quantitative analysis of specific mRNAs. A

radiolabelled riboprobe which is antisense to a portion of the mRNA of interest is

hybridized with samples of total RNA. Hybridization is followed by digestion of single

stranded RNA, probe and sample, with RNAse A. The probe is constructed such that the

entire length does not hybridize with the native RNA, so exposure of hybridized probe to

RNAse. A leads to the digestion of a small portion of the probe. The probe fragments

remaining in the reaction mixture are separated by gel electrophoresis, and the gel is

exposed to film. The presence of a band of the expected size demonstrates the presence

of the specific mRNA in the sample, and densitometric scanning of the bands can be

performed to allow relatively precise quantitative analysis.

The beta-adrenergic receptors belong to a family of receptor proteins which have

high homology in several regions including those corresponding to the 7 transmembrane

domains (86). Because the predominant species of beta-adrenergic receptor in the human

fetal lung is of the beta2 subtype, a probe was designed to recognize an area of the beta2

adrenergic receptor mRNA with low homology to other receptor mRNAs for proteins in

this receptor family. A region was selected in the third cytoplasmic loop corresponding

to amino acids 229 through 269.

Basic strategy for obtaining the riboprobe synthesis template involved using the

polymerase chain reaction (PCR) to amplify the region of the human beta2-adrenergic

receptor cDNA selected for probe synthesis and cloning this fragment into a vector which

would be transfected into E. coli for replication. Because no convenient restriction sites

were available flanking the region selected for probe synthesis, synthetic oligonucleotides
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were designed to hybridize to the 5' ends of the region selected for probe synthesis in the

sense (#1) and antisense (#2) orientations (Figure 6). These oligonucleotides also

contained in their sequences restriction sites for Pst I at the 5' end and Hind III at the 3'

end of the cDNA to allow cloning of the PCR product into the pBluscript II KS

(Stratagene) vector.

Procedure

Production of Human Beta2-Adrenergic Receptor (hP2AR) Riboprobe Template

The PCR mix included 0.14 pg/ul of each oligonucleotide, 0.02-0.04 ug/ul of

human beta2-adrenergic receptor cDNA, 0.6 mM dNTP, and Taq polymerase. This

reaction mix was incubated at 95°C to denature the materials completely, then 32 cycles

of 95°C for 20 seconds, 59°C for 4 seconds, and 75°C for 1 minute were conducted to

denature, allow primers to anneal to the template, and extension of the RNA strand. A 15

minute incubation at 75°C followed to allow extension of incomplete strands. Reaction

material was then subjected to electrophoresis through a 6% polyacrylamide gel in 5 mM

Tris-borate, 0.5 mM EDTA (1/2XTBE) to ensure the PCR-generated fragments were of

the appropriate size and to gel-purify the fragments. Bands were visualized with

ethidium bromide, excised, and electroeluted from gel slices. This material was

precipitated and resuspended in a small volume of TE.

The pBluscript II KS vector and the PCR-generated fragments were incubated

with the restriction enzymes Pst I and Hind III at 37°C for 1 hour. The linear vector was

electrophoresed through a 1% agarose gel in 1/2XTBE, visualized with ethidium

bromide, excised, and electroeluted. The linear vector was precipitated and resuspended

in TE. The PCR fragments were phenol/chloroform extracted, precipitated, and

resuspended in TE. The quantities of vector and PCR product were estimated by intensity

of ethidium bromide staining in relation to known amounts of standards.

The ligation reaction was carried out with 5 moles of insert for each mole of

linearized vector. Vector and insert were incubated overnight at room temperature with
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ligase in ligase buffer. Ligation reaction material was transformed into competent E. coli

HB101 cells. The cells and ligated material were incubated for 1 hour at 4°C, then heat

shocked by exposure to 42°C for 90 seconds followed by 2 minutes at 4°C. L-broth was

added, and incubation continued at 37°C for 30 minutes. The cell pellet from this

reaction was spread on prewarmed L-broth agar plates with ampicilin and incubated

overnight at 37°C. Plates spread with cells containing ligated material had many good

colonies. Control plates spread with cells transfected with reaction mixtures incubated

without insert or ligase and insert had very few clones.

Clones selected for amplification were incubated overnight in L-broth. Cells were

pelleted and resuspended in 8% sucrose, 0.5% triton X-100, 50 mM EDTA, 50 mM Tris,

pH 8.0 (STET). Lysozyme (0.01 g/ml STET) was added. The mixture was incubated at

room temperature for 2 minutes, then boiled for 45 seconds, followed by incubation at

4°C for 2 minutes. Material pelleted by microfuge from this reaction was extracted with

NH4OH and isopropanol. This material was microfuged, and the resulting pellet was

washed in 70% ethanol, resuspended in TE, phenol/chloroform extracted, ethanol

precipitated, and resuspended in TE.

Success of transfection of these clones with the vector containing the PCR

generated fragment was determined by exposing the vector DNA to RNAse. A to remove

any RNA present and to restriction enzymes Xho and Xba, which flank the insertion site

of the PCR fragment. Plasmid DNA was incubated with these enzymes for 1 hour, and

the resulting material was separated on a 2% agarose gel and stained with ethidium

bromide. The size of the small fragment visible corresponded well with the predicted

size of the excised fragment (190 bases) for all 4 clones tested. One of these clones was

amplified and sequenced by the Reproductive Endocrinology Center Molecular Biology

Core Facility at the University of California at San Francisco to verify that the sequence

of the insert matched the sequence predicted from the human beta2-adrenergic receptor

cDNA. This plasmid was named pKS-hB2AR.
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For production of the riboprobe for the RNAse protection assay, hE2AR was

linearized with Bam HI, and the T3 promoter was used. For production of synthetic

mRNA which would be antisense to the riboprobe, hP2AR was linearized with Hind III,

and the T7 promoter was used (Figure 6).

Riboprobe Synthesis

Riboprobe was synthesized using the reagents and protocol provided by

Stratagene with their RNA Transcription kit. The reaction mixture was assembled in the

following order: 5X buffer, DTT, RNasin, unlabeled nucleotides (ATP, GTP, CTP),

template DNA, 32P UTP, tRNA, and polymerase enzyme. This mixture was incubated at

37°C for 1 hour. Remaining probe synthesis followed a procedure described previously

(107). Briefly, UTP was added for another 15 minute incubation at 37°C to complete the

synthesis of incomplete probe strands. The incubation mixture was then treated with

DNAsesolution containing tPNA and vanadyl ribonucleoside complex (an RNAse º'--

inhibitor) in a Tris-Mg buffer for 15 minutes at 37°C to digest all DNA. Following

phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol extraction, the nucleic acids were precipitated by ---

addition of NH4OAc to a final concentration of 2 M and cold ethanol (70% final v/v).

The precipitate was dried and resuspended in TE/0.1% SDS. Successful probe synthesis

resulted in a total of 3-5X10e6 cpm incorporated into precipitated material.

Hybridization and RNAse protection

The appropriate amount of RNA (30-50 ug) in TE/0.1% SDS was combined with

probe (300,000-600,000 cpm/sample) and precipitated with NH4OH and ethanol. The

resulting pellet was resuspended in formamide, mixed with salt buffer (final

concentration of 400 mM. NaCl, 40 mM piperazine-N,N'-bis(2-ethansulfonic acid)

(PIPES), pH 6.4, 1 mM EDTA), boiled, and incubated overnight at 42°C to allow

hybridization. Samples were then incubated with RNAse A (18 mg/ml in 9.1 mM Tris,

pH 7.8, 4.6 mM EDTA, 273 mM NaCl) for 15 minutes at 37°C, followed by incubation

with proteinase K (0.25 mg/ml proteinase K, with 210 mg/ml tRNA in 0.4% SDS) for 15
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minutes at 37°C. A sample of probe was also RNAsed and proteased. Following

phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol extraction and ethanol precipitation, the resulting

pellets were dried and resuspended in formamide dye (80% formamide, 5% glycerol,

with xylene cyanol and bromphenol blue). Aliquots of probe and size markers were also

prepared in formamide dye. Samples were boiled for 5 minutes, ice quenched for 5

minutes, and loaded onto a 6% polyacrylamide gel. The gel was run in a buffer of 1X

TBE at 50 watts. The gel was then dried and exposed to X-ray film with 2 intensifying

screens for 36-60 hours at -80°C.

The intensity of bands on films of RNAse protection gels was determined using a

Hoefer Scientific GS 300 Transmitance/Reflectance Scanning Densitometer. Each lane

was scanned, and the recording was stored by computer. The area under the portion of

the curve corresponding to the protected fragment was determined by computer analysis.

The value of each band from a given assay was divided by the value of the band from a

sample of “no culture” explant RNA from the same lung to standardize each assay and

allow statistical comparison between assays. Data were analyzed using a 2-factor

analysis of variance (ANOVA) to examine the effects of both treatment and time in

culture on mRNA levels.

2.7. Determination of fetal sex

Background

Human female infants demonstrate better lung function following premature

delivery than do males (81), and female fetal rabbits have higher lung beta-adrenergic

receptor concentrations compared with males (127). Because the type II cell is the cell

type most relevant to successful perinatal lung function, the study of human fetal lung

type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors was extended to determine if a gender difference

existed in humans. Therefore, it was of interest to determine sex of the lung samples used

for type II cell beta-adrenergic receptor binding studies.
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Fetal sex was determined by visual inspection of the gonads at the time lung was

obtained if possible. When this determination was not available, the sex of isolated

human fetal lung cells was determined using the polymerase chain reaction to amplify a

specific Y-chromosome sequence. This method offered several advantages. PCR

requires very small tissue samples; analysis can be made of DNA from only a few cells if

necessary. This technique also has a very low rate of error (132) and yields rapid results.

Procedure

Cellular protein was digested with proteinase K (0.2 mg/ml) in 10 mM Tris, 100

mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA, pH 8.0 with 0.5% SDS at 50°C overnight. After phenol:

chloroform: isoamyl (25: 24: 1) extraction and ethanol precipitation, the resulting DNA

pellet was resuspended in a small volume of TE. Y chromosome-specific oligonucleotide

primers were used for sex determination. Primers for a sequence specific to the beta

globin gene were used for control amplification. Both male and female DNA samples

purified from lymphocytes were used as controls. Amplification reactions were carried

out as described (132), except the samples were amplified for 25 cycles, each including a

30 second denaturation step at 92°C, a 25 second annealing step at 50°C, and a 30 second

elongation step at 72°C. Resulting DNA was separated by polyacrylamide gel

electrophoresis.

2.8. Analysis of surfactant apoprotein-A

SP-A content of isolated type II cells was determined by western blotting in the

laboratory of Dr. Carole Mendelson at the University of Texas, Dallas as previously

described (1), except that a chemiluminescent second antibody was substituted for the

125I-labeled antibody. Briefly, cellular protein from isolated type II cells was separated

on a 11% SDS-polyacrylamide gel and transferred to nitrocellulose. The blot was probed

with rabbit-anti-human SP-A antiserum, followed by donkey-anti-rabbit IgG linked with

peroxidase.
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3. Assay Development

3.1. Type II cell membrane beta-adrenergic receptor binding studies

These studies were conducted to confirm that specific ICYP binding to type II cell

membrane preparations represented binding to beta-adrenergic receptors.

3.1.1. Saturation analysis

ICYP bound saturably and with high affinity to a single class of binding sites in type

II cell membranes (Figure 7). Iterative non-linear curve fitting of total binding was best

described as binding to a high affinity site (Kd=75 + 11 plm, Bmax=80+ 6 frnol/mg

protein, n=3) and a site which was not saturable at the concentrations of ICYP used in

these experiments (12.5 to 800 pM). These results were compared to ICYP binding

prevented by the beta-adrenergic agonist isoproterenol (0.1 mM) to verify that the high

affinity binding sites were beta-adrenergic receptors. Analysis of "specific binding"

indicated a single saturable site with a Kd (79 it 18 pm) and receptor concentration (78+

9 fmol/mg protein) similar to the high affinity ICYP binding site determined by analysis

of total bound ICYP. Specific binding was essentially constant over incubation times

ranging from 60 to 150 minutes (Figure 3). Specific binding was linear over the range of

membrane protein concentrations used for these experiments (Figure 5).

3.1.2. Kinetic analysis

Kinetic determination of the rate constants confirmed the dissociation constant

determined at equilibrium. In these experiments (Figure 8) the forward rate constant, k1

was 2.3-108 M-1-min-1, the reverse rate constant, k2, was 2.7-10-3 and the resulting Kd

(k2/k1) was 12.4 pm, similar to the Kd determined by equilibrium analysis.

3.1.3. Characterization of beta-adrenergic receptor subtype

Competition experiments confirmed that sites of ICYP binding to membrane

particulates had the characteristics of a beta2-adrenergic receptor. The beta-adrenergic

antagonist propranolol competed stereoselectively for ICYP binding (Figure 9).

r
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Competition by 1-propranolol was complex. Analysis by iterative curve fitting indicated a

proportion of high (Ki = 3 nM, 42%) and low (Ki = 1.2 pm) affinity sites while the

biologically inactive isomer, d-propranolol, competed with a single affinity similar to the

low affinity binding of l-propranolol (Ki = 1 HM). The proportion of ICYP binding for

which l-propranolol competed with high affinity was similar to that prevented by 0.1 mM

isoproterenol. Thus, the nonstereoselective component of propranolol binding competes

with ICYP for binding to sites that are not the beta-adrenergic receptor. When ICYP

binding was examined in the presence of guanyl nucleotide to eliminate the contribution

of efficacy to the interaction, the affinity of adrenergic agonists was isoproterenol -

epinephrine >> norepinephrine (Figure 10), indicating that ICYP bound predominantly to

beta2-adrenergic receptors in these preparations. The beta2 selective adrenergic

antagonist ICI 118,551 (Figure 11) competed with a single high affinity site (1.1 nM),

consistent with its affinity for beta2-adrenergic receptors (41).

3.1.4. Receptor interaction with G proteins and activation of adenylyl cyclase

Beta-adrenergic receptors are linked through a G protein to the stimulation of

adenylyl cyclase. The affinity of the beta-adrenergic receptor for agonist depends in part

on the nature of the guanyl nucleotide bound to the G protein (58). Agonists have low

affinity for the receptor when the receptor and G protein are not associated; this state

exists when the G protein is bound with GTP or GDP. The high-affinity state for agonist

interaction with receptor exists when nucleotide is dissociated from the G protein. The

agonist-receptor complex stimulates the dissociation of GDP and the subsequent binding

of GTP to the nucleotide binding site of the G protein. G protein bound with GTP

activates adenylyl cyclase. The G protein-GTP complex exists for several seconds before

the G protein's intrinsic GTPase catalyzes the formation of GDP from GTP. Thus, each G

protein-GTP complex can activate many molecules of adenylyl cyclase.

Guanyl nucleotide influence on agonist-beta-adrenergic receptor interactions

suggests a G protein is involved in signal transduction. When isoproterenol competition
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for ICYP was examined in the absence of added guanyl nucleotide (Figure 12), the best

fit indicated two classes of sites, 0.37 nM (43%) and 76 nM. In the presence of 0.1 mM

GPPNHP, a non-hydrolyzable GTP analog, only the low affinity, 120 nM, binding site

was observed. These findings are consistent with the model of G protein-beta-adrenergic

receptor interaction described above.

Adenylyl cyclase activation by beta-adrenergic stimulation was evident in these

membrane preparations (Figure 13). Isoproterenol increased stimulation by GTP alone

2.5 fold with an EC50 of approximately 0.3 p.m. Forskolin and GTPYS were both potent

activators of adenylyl cyclase while the effect of 1 p.m. PGE1 was similar to the maximal

effect of isoproterenol (Figure 13).

These experiments have shown ICYP binding to type II cell membrane preparations

to be saturable and of high affinity, with a Kd similar to that observed with other

preparations. Competition for ICYP binding by propranolol, ICI 118,551, and various

agonists are consistent with ICYP binding to beta2-adrenergic receptors. These receptors

work through G proteins to stimulate adenylyl cyclase activity, also characteristic of

functional beta-adrenergic receptors.

3.1.5. One-point assay for determination of beta-adrenergic receptor concentration

To conserve membranes “one-point” assays were used to determine the beta

adrenergic receptor concentrations of these preparations. Receptor concentration was

determined using a single high concentration of radioligand, (200 p.NM or approximately 3

Kd) with specific binding defined by 0.1 mM isoproterenol. The total receptor

concentration was calculated using the formula PT=PL(1+Kd/Lf) where PL is specifically

bound ICYP and Lf is total ligand bound subtracted from total ligand added. The results

using this approach were similar to those obtained by saturation analysis (98+12, n=7 vs.

81+6, n=3 fmol/mg membrane protein).
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3.1.6. Determination of type II cell and fibroblast beta-adrenergic receptor number per

cell

Beta-adrenergic receptor concentrations of cell populations enriched in either type II

cells or fibroblasts were compared. In 10 fetal lungs the type II cell beta-adrenergic

receptor concentration was 92.6+ 8.8 fmol/mg protein while in 5 fibroblast membrane

preparations determination of receptor concentration by this same method indicated 74.6

+ 8.0 frnol/mg protein. When these data were re-expressed to determine the number of

beta-adrenergic receptors per cell, we found 958+ 120 beta-adrenergic receptors per cell

in the type II cell-enriched preparations and 404 + 68 beta-adrenergic receptors per cell in

the preparations enriched in fibroblasts. Cell populations enriched in type II cells

contained 80% type II cells and 20% fibroblasts. Fibroblast-enriched cells contained 35%

type II cells and 65% fibroblasts. Calculations of receptor number per cell that take into

account the relative contributions of type II cells and fibroblasts to membrane

preparations suggest that fibroblasts have very few, if any, beta-adrenergic receptors in

their cell membranes.

3.2. Whole type II cell beta-adrenergic receptor binding studies

In order to study the effects of hormones, second messengers, or other agents directly

on type II cells, it was necessary to maintain isolated type II cells in culture. Recovery of

sufficient cell membrane to perform binding assays was impractical following cell

culture. This whole cell radioreceptor binding assay was developed to allow assay of

beta-adrenergic receptors on whole type II cells plated in tissue culture.

3.2.1. Reduction of non-specific binding

Reports of other attempts to determine the number of beta-adrenergic receptors on

isolated plated lung type II cells described several difficulties faced by these investigators

(49). Whole cells internalize lipophilic ligands such as ICYP. This may reflect active

uptake of the ligand by cells or simply the dissolving of ligand into the membrane.
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Internalization increases non-specific binding as assessed by ligand binding assays and

complicates data analysis.

Reduction of non-specific binding was essential for quantitative analysis of whole

cell beta-adrenergic receptor number. To reduce possible internalization by active

cellular processes, incubations with ICYP were performed at 4°C. To reduce dissolved

ICYP in cell membranes, very small incubation volumes requiring fewer added cpms of

ICYP were used. Cells were incubated on a rotating platform to ensure mixing of

medium components and prevent drying of the cell monolayer. Early experiments

indicated that an incubation period of 12 hours yielded the highest specific binding

(Figure 14).

Competition for ICYP binding to cell surface sites was performed using the

lipophobic ligands isoproterenol (10 um) and CGP12177 (50 nM). Both ligands remain

outside the cell and do not compete for ICYP bound to internalized receptors. Receptor

binding of agonist can lead to desensitization, one component of which involves

internalization of the receptor-ligand complex. For this reason both an agonist,

isoproterenol, and an antagonist, CGP12177, were used to compete for ICYP binding.

Similar estimates of non-specific binding and receptor number per cell were obtained

using these compounds. Using isoproterenol, receptor number was estimated to be 2619

per cell, while with CGP12177 estimated receptor number per cell was 2770 in a

representative experiment. These data suggest that agonist uptake during the incubation

with ICYP was not significant.

3.2.2. Saturation analysis

Saturation analysis demonstrated that ICYP bound to a single class of binding sites

on isolated type II cells (Figure 15). Computer analysis indicated that total binding was

best described as binding to a single high-affinity site (specific binding) with a Kd of

17.7+1.7 pM (n=21) and a site not saturable at the concentrations of ICYP used here

(non-specific binding). Computer determination of receptor number per cell by saturation
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analysis was similar when non-specific binding was determined by computer (937

receptors/cell) or by competition using CGP12177 (1560 receptors/cell). These data,

from a representative experiment, are within the 20-30% error associated with computer

determination of receptor number per cell.

3.2.3. Propranolol competes for ICYP binding to type II cells in a stereospecific manner

Stereoisomers of propranolol, a beta-adrenergic receptor antagonist, competed for

ICYP binding to isolated type II cells in a characteristic manner. L-propranolol competed

for ICYP binding with half-maximal inhibition at about 0.01 mM (Figure 16) while half

maximal inhibition with d-propranolol occurred at about 1 HM (Figure 17). These data

support the conclusion that ICYP binds to beta-adrenergic receptors on isolated type II

cells.

3.2.4. One-point assay for determination of beta-adrenergic receptor number per cell

To conserve cells, “one-point” assays as described for the type II cell membrane

receptor binding studies were used instead of Scatchard analysis for most experiments.

Cells were incubated with ICYP at concentrations of approximately 1 Kd in the absence

and presence of 50 nM CGP 12177 to determine total binding and non-specific binding,

respectively. The Kd of ICYP binding to beta-adrenergic receptors was assumed to be 25

pM.

To verify the one-point calculation beta-adrenergic receptor number per type II cell

was determined by both Scatchard and one-point analyses for several populations of type

II cells. In one experiment the computer-assisted analysis of saturation data yielded a

receptor number of 2320 receptors per type II cell while the one-point calculation

indicated 1758 receptors per cell. The differences between these values is within the

usual 20-30% error of the computer determinations. The beta-adrenergic receptor

number per isolated type II cell by the one point technique was determined to be

2802+463 (n=21).
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3.3. RNAse protection assay of human beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA

A template for the synthesis of a riboprobe antisense to a portion of the human beta2

adrenergic receptor was developed as described in section 2.6 above. The probe (190

bases) was designed to yield a protected fragment following hybridization with native

human beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA bases and exposure to RNAse of approximately

130. When synthetic mRNA prepared by transcription of the probe-template in the sense

direction was used in the hybridization reaction, the protected fragment was

approximately 147 bases.

3.3.1. Assay conditions

Optimal assay conditions were determined using synthetic mRNA. Figure 18 shows

that hybridization at temperatures of 37, 42, and 52°C all yielded good results, and 42°C

was selected for use in all subsequent hybridizations.

Hybridization of the probe to trNA in the absence of sample RNA was high

(compare Figure 19 with trNA to Figure 33 without tRNA). Initial experiments using

human fetal lung explant RNA indicated that at least 40 pg of sample RNA and exposure

times of up to 3 days were required to obtain a good signal by densitometric analysis of

an autoradiogram. The long exposure time also increased interference of the signal

resulting from hybridization with trNA. Although transfer RNA is usually included in

these protocols to insure quantitative precipitation of sample RNA and probe, the use of

large quantities (40-50 ug) of sample RNA eliminated the need for tRNA in the

hybridization reaction. This modification reduced the background signal and improved

results obtained when using human fetal lung explant RNA.

3.3.2. The protected fragment represents beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA

To support the suggestion that the protected fragment represents the beta2-adrenergic

receptor mRNA, equal amounts of total and polyA+ human fetal lung explant RNA were

tested (Figure 19). Poly A+ RNA is enriched for mRNA and gave a stronger signal,

suggesting that the protected fragment reflects hybridization to a mRNA species. Good
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agreement between the predicted and actual size of the protected fragment also supports

the conclusion that the protected fragment represents beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA.

3.3.3. Densitometric analysis

Analysis of the autoradiographic signals by densitometry indicated that the signal

was linear over the range of RNA quantities (30-100 pg) used for these assays (Figure

20).
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4. Results

4.1. Regulation of human fetal lung explant beta-adrenergic receptor concentration by

CAMP

4.1.1. Elevated cAMP increases explant beta-adrenergic receptor concentration

As has been previously reported, both cAMP (9) and beta-adrenergic receptor

concentration (40) increase when human fetal lung was maintained in explant culture for

5 days. To determine if an increase in tissue cAMP was associated with increased beta

adrenergic receptor concentration, we incubated lung explants for 4 days with the cAMP

phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX. IBMX increased both tissue content of cAMP and

beta-adrenergic receptor concentration compared to untreated explants (Table 1).

Since IBMX has effects on cells and tissues other than those due to its

phosphodiesterase activity, we incubated explants with a cAMP analog, 8-bromo caNP.

After 2 days of culture with 8-bromo cam■ F, beta-adrenergic receptor concentration was

also significantly elevated compared to untreated explant cultures (Figure 21).

4.1.2. Dependence of spontaneous explant beta-adrenergic receptor concentration

increase on cAMP and protein kinase A activity

To determine if the spontaneous increase in beta-adrenergic receptor concentration

was camp-related and thus required the activity of PKA, we cultured explants with the

protein kinase inhibitors H-7 and H-8. H-8 is a potent inhibitor of PKA, while H-7

inhibits PKA with a lower potency. With increasing concentrations of H-8, the

spontaneous increase in beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of the treated tissue was

blunted, and the beta-adrenergic receptor concentration was similar to that present in lung

prior to culture. H-7 treatment at the same concentrations did not prevent the elevation of

beta-adrenergic receptor concentration with time in culture (Figure 22).

After incubation of explants for 2 days with 100 puM H-8 there was no detectable

change in the EC50 or maximal response of cAMP generated in response to the beta
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adrenergic agonist isoproterenol (Figure 23). H-8 exposure also did not significantly

decrease tissue cAMP content (H-8 treated vs. untreated, 73 + 25 vs. 32 + 5 pmol

cAMP/mg DNA, n= 3) or cAMP generation in response to forskolin (30 mM) stimulation

(H-8 treated vs. untreated, 8089 + 1995 vs. 5467 + 771 pmol cAMP/mg DNA, n=3).

The ability of 100 mM H8 to reduce the spontaneous increase in beta-adrenergic

receptor concentration occurred with the beginning of this rise in beta-adrenergic receptor

concentration (Figure 24).

4.1.3. Terbutaline reduces explant beta-adrenergic receptor concentration

Exposure of the hamster smooth muscle cell line DTT1 MF-2 to beta-adrenergic

agonists in culture reduces the beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of cell membranes

through a variety of mechanisms (240). Incubation of human fetal lung explants for 2

days with concentrations of terbutaline, a beta-adrenergic agonist, ranging from 1 to 100

|IM decreased beta-adrenergic receptor concentration when compared to untreated

explants (Figure 25). Reduction of beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of explant

membranes in response to terbutaline increased with the length of exposure to the drug

from 57% of untreated after 2 days to 35% of untreated after 4 days of culture (Figure

26).

4.2. Regulation of type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors by cAMP

4.2.1. H-8 treatment of explants decreases beta-adrenergic receptor number per type II

cells

Beta-adrenergic stimulation of lung type II cells enhances processes related to

perinatal lung function, including lung fluid absorption, surfactant synthesis, and

surfactant release (section 1.4). To determine if elevated cAMP increased the beta

adrenergic receptor concentration of these lung cells, type II cell membranes were

prepared from explants incubated with and without 100 mM H-8 for 4 days. H-8

treatment of explants in culture did not lower the viability (91%) or purity (83%) of type

f
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II cell enriched populations compared with the viability (89%) and purity (81%) of type II

cells isolated from untreated explants. Approximately equal numbers of type II cells

were isolated from H-8 treated and untreated explants. Data in Table 2 indicate that the

membrane particulate fraction of type II cells prepared from H-8 treated explants had a

lower beta-adrenergic receptor concentration, with 49% fewer beta-adrenergic receptors

per type II cell than were found in preparations of untreated explants.

Type II cells isolated from H-8 treated (100 mM) explants had a lower maximal

cAMP response to isoproterenol stimulation than did type II cells isolated from untreated

explants (Figure 27). There was, however, no detectable difference in the EC50 between

H-8 treated and untreated type II cells.

4.2.2. Cyclic AMP exposure decreases beta-adrenergic receptor number per type II cell

In other studies the effect of cAMP directly at the type II cell to regulate beta

adrenergic receptors was examined. Populations of isolated lung explant cells enriched

for type II cells were plated in monolayer and exposed to 8-bromo caNTP, IBMX, or no

drug for 24 hours. Cells treated with 10 mM 8-bromo camp had fewer beta-adrenergic

receptors per cell compared to untreated cells (Figure 28). IBMX treatment did not,

however, significantly reduce beta-adrenergic receptor number per cell (Figure 29).

These concentrations of 8-bromo cal/MP and IBMX did not decrease cell number

per culture well, and cell viability as assessed by exclusion of trypan blue was also not

affected by 8-bromo-cAMP or IBMX treatment. Plated, isolated type II cells were able to

synthesize SP-A, even following 8-bromo camp treatment (Figure 1), again suggesting

that 8-bromo camp did not decrease cell viability.
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4.3. Endogenous agonists that may regulate explant beta-adrenergic receptor

concentration

4.3.1. Prostaglandin regulation of explant beta-adrenergic receptors

Prostaglandins are thought to be responsible for the increased endogenous camp

production in human fetal lung explants with time in culture. Prostaglandin synthesis

inhibitors can decrease tissue cAMP content and prevent the spontaneous development

attributed to rising cAMP between days 3 and 6 of explant culture (9). Meclofenamate, a

cyclooxygenase inhibitor, at a concentration of 3 mM reduced production of

prostaglandin PGE1 and 6-keto-PGF1a by human fetal lung explants (Figure 30). Cyclic

AMP content of untreated explants was elevated then decreased during the initial 24

hours of culture while the cAMP content of meclofenamate-treated explants was

relatively constant during the 48 hour treatment period (Figure 31). Exposure of explants

to meclofenamate did not, however, reduce beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of

explant membranes (Figure 32).

4.3.2. Regulation of type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors by medium conditioned by

human fetal lung explants

While cAMP is likely to be an important regulator of type II cell beta-adrenergic

receptors, elevated cAMP in the explant, not type II cell, increased beta-adrenergic

receptor concentration (Figures 21 and 28). These data suggest that cAMP may act at

some cell other than the type II cell, leading to the generation of a soluble, paracrine

messenger that acts at the type II cell to regulate beta-adrenergic receptors.

To test this hypothesis, medium from explant culture dishes was collected, mixed

1:1 (volume : volume) with fresh medium, and used to treat type II cells plated in isolated

culture. Explants used to generate this conditioned media were either untreated or treated

with 50 mM H-8 or 10 mM 8-bromo cal/MP. H-8 and 8-bromo caNIP were added to

medium conditioned by untreated explants and to plain medium to control for the effects

of components of these media directly on type II cells.
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Data from this experiment are shown in Table 3. Because a single experiment was

performed, only qualitative comparisons of the data is appropriate. When type II cells

were untreated or exposed to 5 mM 8-bromo caNP or 2.5 mM H-8, type II cell beta

adrenergic receptor numbers were similar. When 8-bromo camp or H-8 at these same

concentrations were added to conditioned medium from untreated explants, both 8-bromo

cAMP-treated and H-8-treated type II cell beta-adrenergic receptor number were lower

than untreated. Type II cells treated with conditioned media from explants exposed to

medium alone, 8-bromo caNMP, or H-8 all had similar beta-adrenergic receptor numbers

per cell, and these values were higher than the number of beta-adrenergic receptors per

cell following exposure to medium alone.

4.4. Regulation of explant beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA

4.4.1. Maintenance of explant beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA in the absence of

treatment

The concentration of beta-adrenergic receptors in explant membranes increased

rapidly after the initiation of culture (Figure 24). To determine if the change in receptor

concentration could be explained by an alteration in mRNA levels, the amount of beta2

adrenergic receptor mRNA in cultured explants was determined. The level of beta2

adrenergic mRNA present in untreated explants was relatively constant from 2 to 72

hours of culture (Figures 34 and 35).

4.4.2. Effects of elevated cAMP on explant beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA level

IBMX treatment increase explant beta-adrenergic receptor concentration after 4

days of culture. To determine changes in explant beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA

during this period, explants were treated with 100 mM IBMX for 12 to 72 hours, and

mRNA was assayed for beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA. Although mean values for

beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA following IBMX treatment were higher than that of

untreated explants at all times tested, IBMX treatment did not significantly alter beta2
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adrenergic receptor mRNA content of explants when compared to untreated explants at a

significance level of P=0.05 (2-factor ANOVA). IBMX-treated and untreated explant

beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA also did not change significantly with time in culture

(Figure 35).

4.4.3. Explant beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA levels following protein kinase A

inhibition

When treated with 100 mM H-8 explant content of beta2-adrenergic receptor

mRNA was lower than that of untreated explants between 2 and 24 hours of culture (two

factor ANOVA, 0.025 × P × 0.05). Beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA levels of H-8-

treated and untreated explants did not change significantly with time (Figure 34).

4.4.4. Effect of H-8 pretreatment on explant beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA

During the initial hours of culture explant caNMP content was very high, but this

level dropped by 24 hours and rapidly reached a plateau which was maintained for at least

3 days (Figure 31, 9). High endogenous cal/P content early in explant culture may be

responsible for the observed spontaneous increase in beta-adrenergic receptors (Figure

24). Early elevated cAMP may eliminate further effects of cAMP analog or IBMX on

explant beta-adrenergic receptor concentration and thereby limit the detailed study of

cAMP-dependent regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors.

H-8 blocks much of the spontaneous increase in explant beta-adrenergic receptor

concentration (Figure 24), presumably by inhibiting the activity of PKA. H-8 treatment

also reduced explant beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA content (Figure 34). The ability of

H-8 to inhibit PKA and therefore reduce or block the effects of early, high levels of

cAMP was used to study the regulation of beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA by lower

cAMP concentrations.

Explants were treated with H-8 during the initial 24 hours of culture to inhibit PKA

activity as a result of early elevated cAMP. At 24 hours of culture, the H-8 containing

medium was removed, and media containing no treatment, 8-bromo camp, or H-8 were
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added. Explants were harvested at 4 and 24 hours following this media change, and RNA

was prepared for analysis of beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA content (Figure 36).

Explants treated with 100puM H-8 for 24, 28, or 48 hours had beta2-adrenergic

receptor levels similar to those measured in previous experiments (Figure 24); beta2

adrenergic receptor mRNA content of untreated explants was higher at all times tested.

When explants were untreated following 24 hour exposure to 100 mM H-8, beta2

adrenergic receptor mRNA content was elevated above that measured in explants which

continued to be cultured with H-8. Exposure of explants to 10 mM 8-bromo caNTP

following 24 hours of H-8 treatment led to a level of beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA

between that seen in explants receiving no treatment and those explants which were

treated with H-8 for the entire culture period.

4.5. Gender effect on type II cell beta-adrenergic receptor number

The number of beta-adrenergic receptors per type II cell was compared for

membrane preparations from male and female fetuses. We found no significant

difference in the number of beta-adrenergic receptors per isolated type II cell between

male (820+165, n=6) and female (1107+220, n=5) fetuses. There was also no difference

between male (90.0+12.9) and female (101.1+10.0) when data were compared when

expressed as fmol beta-adrenergic receptor/mg membrane protein.
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5. Discussion

5.1. Regulation of explant beta-adrenergic receptor concentration by cAMP

5.1.1. Role of elevated cAMP

In these studies both the cAMP analog, 8-bromo camp, and the cAMP

phosphodiesterase inhibitor IBMX elevated the beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of

lung explants. IBMX treatment also increased tissue cAMP content, consistent with its

actions in other tissues (125), suggesting that a modest (2-fold) increase in intracellular

cAMP concentration is sufficient to increase beta-adrenergic receptor concentration.

5.1.2. Role of protein kinase A in the spontaneous increase in explant beta-adrenergic

receptor concentration

The effects of cAMP are largely mediated by activation of the enzyme PKA. The

protein kinase inhibitors H-7 and H-8 were used to examine the role of PKA and

therefore cAMP in the spontaneous rise in beta-adrenergic receptor concentration. The

spontaneous increase in beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of lung explants and type

II cells was inhibited by concentrations of H-8 at which the chemically similar kinase

inhibitor H-7 was ineffective.

H-8 effects are best explained by blockade of PKA activity. H-8 is a more effective

inhibitor of PKA than H-7, while H-7 is a more potent inhibitor of PKC activity than H-8

(74, 80). The concentration of H-8 necessary for inhibition of elevated beta-adrenergic

receptor concentration in this explant culture system is approximately 100 times the

concentration of H-8 needed to achieve half-maximal inhibition of PKA activity in

isolated cells (74). High concentrations of added substances are often required to see

effects in explant culture systems.

The concentrations of H-8 used for these experiments do, however, raise the

possibility of non-specific or toxic effects on the treated explants. Lung explants

incubated with H-8 generated cAMP in response to the post-receptor stimulant forskolin,
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suggesting that H-8 does not prevent an increase in beta-adrenergic receptor

concentration through a specific inhibition of the adenylyl cyclase system or a general

toxic effect on cultured lung. H-8 at these concentrations also does not alternet protein

synthesis or expression of actin mRNA in human fetal lung explants (9). The rise in beta

adrenergic receptor concentration at a concentration of H-8 at which H-7 was ineffective

is most consistent with the hypothesis that the increase in beta-adrenergic receptor

concentration requires the activity of PKA and hence camp.

5.1.3. Location within the explant of beta-adrenergic receptors regulated by cAMP

Several techniques have been used to determine the location of beta-adrenergic

receptors in the lung. Autoradiographic techniques have been used to show that beta

adrenergic ligands bind to many structures in the peripheral lung including the epithelia

of the alveoli and small airways as well as the vascular endothelium (30), but some

investigators have demonstrated interaction of beta-adrenergic ligands primarily with type

II cells (155). Beta-adrenergic receptors have been identified on lung fibroblasts, as

presented above, and macrophages (95), as well as type II cells (49, 157) using ligand

binding studies. Previous, unpublished data indicated that fibroblasts isolated from

human fetal lung explants generated cAMP in response to beta-adrenergic stimulation,

suggesting the presence of beta-adrenergic receptors on these cells. These camp

generation data do, however, support the conclusion that most of the beta-adrenergic

receptors present on mixed populations of isolated human fetal lung cells were on the

type II cells.

5.1.4. Cyclic AMP regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors on type II cells

The alveolar type II cell is responsible for many of the lung functions necessary for

perinatal adaptation, and this cell type has been shown to be responsive to beta-adrenergic

stimulation (43). Isolation of cells from explants allowed determination of the beta

adrenergic receptor concentration of type II cell membranes. Type II cells isolated from

H-8-treated explants had lower beta-adrenergic receptor concentrations and lower
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numbers of beta-adrenergic receptors per cell than did type II cells isolated from

untreated explants, suggesting that cAMP acts through a PKA-dependent mechanism to

modulate beta-adrenergic receptors in these cells.

5.1.5. Morphologic differentiation of explants during culture with 8-bromo caN■ p and

H.8

Studies performed in other laboratories showed that treatment of explants with 8

bromo caNAP or H-8 influences the differentiation that takes place during culture.

Human fetal lung explants differentiate spontaneously after they are placed in culture.

After 5 days of culture, explants have achieved a morphology similar to that of mature

lung, with greatly reduced interstitial tissue, large lumenal spaces analogous to alveoli

lined with thin epithelial cells, and mature type II cells containing numerous lamellar

bodies (60). The explant also matures biochemically, with increasing activity of enzymes

needed for the synthesis of surfactant phospholipids as well as increased content of

surfactant components such as phosphatidylcholine and SP-A (60).

Explants exposed to elevated concentrations of cAMP in culture develop the

characteristics of mature lung faster than do untreated explants (124). Following 8-bromo

cAMP treatment for 2 days, explants achieve the morphological and biochemical

characteristics of explants allowed to mature spontaneously for approximately 5 days.

After 2 days of culture with 8-bromo camp, type II cells containing lamellar bodies are

visible in histologic sections of explants while the development of recognizable type II

cells required longer culture in the absence of 8-bromo camp. The amount of interstitial

tissue is also greatly reduced in the presence of 8-bromo camp, and tissue content of SP

A protein and mRNA increase.

Morphological changes in the explant following 8-bromo cAMP treatment may

explain the observed increase in beta-adrenergic receptor concentration.

The relative proportions of type II cells and interstitial cells may change during explant

culture. If the proportion of type II cells increases, then the contribution of these cells to
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the total explant membrane protein would increase. This would lead to an overestimate

of receptor concentration for 8-bromo caNP treated explants when compared to

untreated explants.

It is unlikely, however, that maturational changes can explain the measured changes

in beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of explants following treatment with H-8. H-8

treatment also reduces the interstitial space in explants and appears to reduce the number

of fibroblasts when compared with other explant cell types (9). The H-8 treated explants

are likely to contain a higher percentage of type II cells than untreated explants, which

would overestimate the beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of the H-8 treated

explants. Despite these differences, H-8 treatment reduces the concentration of beta

adrenergic receptors in explant membranes.

Identifiable type II cells cannot be isolated from the tissue prior to culture. It is not

possible to directly determine if there is an increase in the number of beta-adrenergic

receptors per type II cell during explant culture based on these data. Similar numbers of

type II cells were isolated from approximately equal amounts of untreated and H-8 treated

explants. The reduction of beta-adrenergic receptor number per type II cell following

explant treatment with H-8 indicates that at least part of the effect of H-8 can be

attributed to fewer receptors per cell. It is likely that the increase in beta-adrenergic

receptor concentration in lung explants with cAMP treatment or time in culture is due at

least in part to increased beta-adrenergic receptor number per type II cell. The possibility

of altered cell number as a result of these treatments, however, cannot be eliminated.

5.1.6. Comments on the number of beta-adrenergic receptors per type II cell

Estimates of beta-adrenergic receptor number per cell vary greatly between cell

types. Published values range from a few hundred beta-adrenergic receptors per human

lymphocyte (87) to 450,000 receptors per human adipocyte (46).

The number of beta-adrenergic receptors per type II cell were determined by both

membrane binding and whole cell binding techniques. These experiments yielded values
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of receptor number per type II cell of 958+120 and 2802+463 beta-adrenergic receptors

per cell using type II cell membranes and isolated whole type II cells, respectively. These

values are relatively low when compared with the numbers of receptors found on other

types of cells that respond to beta-adrenergic stimulation. Estimates of beta-adrenergic

receptor number per type II cell are, however, higher than a previously reported value of

339 receptors/cell (48).

Estimates of beta-adrenergic receptor concentration determined by these studies

compares well with data published by other investigators. The beta-adrenergic receptor

concentration of 78 fmol/mg membrane protein obtained in the experiments presented

here is slightly higher than previously reported concentrations of 7-43 fmol/mg

membrane protein using type II cell membrane preparations (48,49, 157). These

differences are likely to be due to differences in species and gestational age of animals

used to obtain type II cells as well as differences in methods of membrane preparation.

Studies from several laboratories and the data presented here show that membranes

prepared from whole lung or lung explants have more beta-adrenergic receptors than do

membranes prepared from isolated type II cells (144). This is surprising since

autoradiographic studies indicate most beta-adrenergic receptors in the peripheral lung

are located in the alveolus (155). Other lung cells do, however, express beta-adrenergic

receptors, and type II cells may contain a small percentage of the total beta-adrenergic

receptor number of the peripheral lung. The methods used to prepare membranes for

ligand binding assays may also explain differences in the data presented here. The

membranes used for explant beta-adrenergic receptor binding assays were prepared by a

differential centrifugation technique while the membrane-rich fraction of explant

homogenate was separated from more dense material during a low-speed centrifugation.

The type II cell membrane particulate fraction used for these binding studies was obtained

from a high-speed centrifugation of whole cell homogenate. Because type II cells used

for membrane preparation were obtained immediately following dispersal from explants,
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a procedure that involves exposure to protease, digestion of surface beta-adrenergic

receptors is also possible. The observation that plated, isolated type II cells have more

receptors than freshly isolated type II cells supports this suggestion.

5.1.7. Beta-adrenergic receptor stimulation and cAMP generation

Although H-8 treatment reduces beta-adrenergic receptor concentration in cultured

explants, no alteration of the EC50 or maximal response of cAMP generation to

isoproterenol stimulation following H-8 treatment was observed. The failure to alter the

maximal response was not surprising since it is likely that many cell types in lung, like

other tissues which respond to beta-adrenergic stimulation, do not require occupancy of

all receptors to generate a maximal response. Tissues expressing spare beta-adrenergic

receptors, or receptors in excess of the number of transducers which couple ligand

occupied receptors to the effector adenylyl cyclase, are very sensitive to low

concentrations of agonist. While reduction of receptor concentration should reduce tissue

sensitivity to agonist stimulation, these data did not show a significant shift in EC50. Our

methods may not be sufficiently sensitive to detect a small change in EC50.

Type II cells isolated from H-8 treated explants had fewer beta-adrenergic receptors

and lowered maximal cAMP generation when compared with type II cells from untreated

explants. These data suggest that beta-adrenergic receptors on type II cells are tightly

coupled to adenylyl cyclase. Type II cells, compared to the explant and perhaps the lung

in general, should require higher concentrations of beta-adrenergic agonist to reach a

maximal response.

5.2. Regulation of type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors by cAMP

Type II cells treated with 10 p.M 8-bromo camp in isolated culture had fewer beta

adrenergic receptors per cell than did untreated type II cells. Type II cells treated with 10

uM IBMX also had fewer beta-adrenergic-receptors than did untreated type II cells,

though this difference was not significant at the p=0.05 level.
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The reduction of beta-adrenergic receptors following exposure to elevated cAMP is

consistent with current understanding of the process of desensitization (72). Cyclic AMP,

a second messenger generated in response to beta-adrenergic and other types of

stimulation, activates PKA which phosphorylates beta-adrenergic receptors.

Phosphorylation desensitizes the cell to further agonist stimulation by interfering with

receptor-G protein coupling and leading to the internalization of the receptor.

Internalization of beta-adrenergic receptors following exposure to elevated cAMP would

explain these data.

Cyclic AMP also regulates the level of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA in cell lines

(35, 69). After 3 hours of exposure to elevated cAMP receptor mRNA levels were

reduced from control levels. While control of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA by

epinephrine has been studied, regulation of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA by alteration

of transcription and degradation rates in response to camp has not been addressed.

Cyclic AMP may regulate the level of beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA in the type II cell

by any of these mechanisms.

5.3. Mechanism of cAMP regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors

Cyclic AMP decreases the number of beta-adrenergic receptors expressed by cells in

isolated culture. Exposure of explants of elevated cAMP levels increases beta-adrenergic

receptor concentration, while H-8 blockade of PKA and cAMP actions reduces the beta

adrenergic receptor concentration of explants and decreased the number of beta

adrenergic receptors on type II cells. These data indicate that cAMP acting at the level of

the explant does not influence type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors in the same manner

as does camp acting directly at the type II cell.

5.3.1. Localization of cAMP in the explant and type II cell

When explants are treated with compounds such as 8-bromo camp or H-8, it is

tempting to assume that all cells and extracellular spaces contain the same concentration

of the added substance. This is not necessarily a reasonable assumption. While both 8

º
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bromo caNMP and H-8 can enter cells, they may not enter all cells at the same

concentration. Some subcellular compartments may restrict access or actively take up

these and other substances. Some cells or compartments may also inactivate or break

down these substances. The ability of 8-bromo camp to increase explant beta-adrenergic

receptor concentration while reducing the number of beta-adrenergic receptors on type II

cells may be explained by differential access of 8-bromo caN■ p to various cellular and

subcellular spaces.

5.3.2. Regulation of explant beta-adrenergic receptor mRNA

Data examining the time course of the ability of H-8 to prevent the spontaneous

increase in explant beta-adrenergic receptor concentration indicate that PKA regulates

beta-adrenergic receptor concentration early in culture (Figure 24). The temporal

relationship of these events suggests that perhaps only one transcriptional events is

necessary for the increase in beta-adrenergic receptors. Beta2-adrenergic receptor

mRNA levels of untreated explants showed little change between 2 and 72 hours of

culture (Figures 34 and 35), which is the period of rapid, spontaneous increase in explant

beta-adrenergic receptor concentration. H-8 treatment does, however, reduce beta2

adrenergic receptor mRNA in explant, suggesting that endogenous camp acts through

PKA to maintain the level of beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA seen in untreated explants.

Because regulation of beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA is sensitive to H-8 and

therefore PKA activity, elevated cAMP may also regulate beta2-adrenergic receptor

mRNA. Studies presented here did not demonstrate a significant effect of IBMX to

enhance beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA in treated explants, though the expression of

beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA by IBMX treated explants was higher than that of

untreated explants at all times examined. Variation in mRNA expression between lungs

tested may be responsible for this lack of statistical significance.

From these studies it is impossible to determine the mechanism or mechanisms by

which camp can regulate beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA in human fetal lung explants.
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The human beta2-adrenergic receptor gene contains a functional CRE in the promoter

region (35, 42). The ability of cAMP to increase transcription of the beta2-adrenergic

receptor gene has been demonstrated, but transcription was elevated only during very

short exposure to cAMP (69). Effects of cAMP on mRNA maintenance and degradation

are poorly understood.

5.3.3. Regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors by mechanisms other than control of

mRNA level

5.3.3.1. One cell model: Cyclic AMP decreases type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors

Cyclic AMP acting directly at the type II cell decreased beta-adrenergic receptors.

The data presented here do not suggest that cAMP reduces beta2-adrenergic receptor

mRNA, although data for type II cell mRNA content is unavailable. Cyclic AMP may

also regulate type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors through the desensitization

mechanisms described above.

It is possible that cAMP acts directly at the type II cell to increase the beta-adrenergic

receptor concentration of human fetal lung explants. Concentrations of 8-bromo camp

other than the single dose used here may have different effects on type II cell beta

adrenergic receptors. Subcellular localization of 8-bromo cAMP may be different in type

II cells cultured in the explant compared to isolated type II cells. The position of the type

II cell in the explant, with its natural basement membrane and cellular contacts, may

contribute to the way in which the type II cell responds to camp.

Recruitment of existing beta-adrenergic receptors from intracellular stores may also

explain these data. The rapid effect of H-8 on explant beta-adrenergic receptors suggests

that few, if any, transcriptional steps are required for the spontaneous increase in the

explant beta-adrenergic receptor concentration. Organized movement of vesicles inside

the cell requires a complex arrangement of cytoskeletal elements (23), and these elements

may be disrupted when type II cells are plated in isolated culture. Cyclic AMP may act to
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recruit beta-adrenergic receptors from intracellular compartments of the type II cell, but

this process may only function when the type II cell is oriented within the explant.

5.3.3.2. Multiple cell model: Cyclic AMP increases explant beta-adrenergic receptor

concentration

A multiple cell model for cAMP regulation of type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors is

best supported by the data presented here. The observation that cAMP acting at the

explant and at the type II cell have different effects on beta-adrenergic receptors suggests

that, in the explant, cAMP acts at a site other than the type II cell to regulate type II cell

beta-adrenergic receptors.

The effect of cAMP at the type II cell to reduce beta-adrenergic receptors may be

overshadowed by cAMP stimulation of some other cell which leads to an increase in type

II cell beta-adrenergic receptors. Communication between neighboring cells from

epithelial and mesenchymal origins to control important cellular processes is emerging as

an important theme in developmental biology (44). Elevated cyclic AMP in a cell such as

a fibroblast may stimulate the release of a growth factor, prostaglandin, or other signal

that affects type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors. Fetal lung fibroblasts are known to

release several prostaglandins (59) as well as the lung-specific growth factor FPF (153)

which enhance type II cell functions. Currently no data are available to suggest or reject

a role for a product released from fibroblasts or other lung cells in the regulation of type

II cell beta-adrenergic receptors.

The data presented here suggest that cAMP has multiple effects on the regulation of

type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors in the human fetal lung explant. The observation

that regulation of these beta-adrenergic receptors by cAMP is a complex process

involving both stimulatory and inhibitory components is not surprising in view of the

many sites at which camp is known to regulate beta-adrenergic receptors.
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5.4. Possible sources of endogenous camp in explant culture

5.4.1. Prostaglandins

Inhibition of prostaglandin synthesis prevented the spontaneous increase in human

fetal lung explant camp content and several indices of lung development (9) that rise

between 3 and 6 days of culture. Data presented here showed a rapid rise and fall in

explant calWP content during the first 24 hours of explant culture, and this elevated

cAMP was inhibited by meclofenamate. Although 8-bromo caNP and IBMX enhanced

beta-adrenergic receptor concentration, meclofenamate-induced reduction in explant

cAMP did not block the spontaneous increase in beta-adrenergic receptors. This finding

suggests that endogenous prostaglandins may not regulate beta-adrenergic receptors in a

manner analogous to the regulation of other indicators of lung maturation. Previous

studies showed that increased explant cam■ F content was detectable after 4 days of

culture (9) while increased beta-adrenergic receptor concentration was measurable after

one day of culture (40). After 2 days of culture with meclofenamate, medium content of

prostaglandins was decreased, but beta-adrenergic receptor concentration and explant

cAMP content were not affected. Even in the presence of meclofenamate explant camp

during the initial 24 hours of culture was comparable to caNMP levels found in the explant

between days 4 and 6 of culture (9). These data suggest that, while prostaglandins may

regulate cAMP early in culture, reduction of explant camp during meclofenamate

treatment is not sufficient to block the spontaneous increase in beta-adrenergic receptors.

5.4.2. Growth factors

The lung produces and responds to a number of growth factors, including FPF, VIP,

and TGFbeta. FPF is produced by lung fibroblasts and stimulates cal/P generation in

type II cells (153). For these reasons FPF is a likely candidate for regulation of type II

cell cAMP levels. As the data presented above shows, however, cAMP may not act at the

type II cell to regulate beta-adrenergic receptors. The generation of cAMP by cells
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expressing VIP receptors in the presence of VIP presents another mechanism by which

lung cAMP levels may be regulated. VIP receptors are not found on type II cells, but

instead are located on alveolar endothelial cells (94). While a role for VIP in lung

development has not been established, VIP stimulation of endothelial cell camp may

initiate a cascade of events leading an increase in type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors.

TGFbeta inhibits type II cell developmental processes such as SP-A production following

stimulation by 8-bromo caNMP (174). Reduction of endogenous TGFbeta levels could

remove the inhibition of cAMP effects on important type II cell processes. In this way

regulation of TGFbeta would allow camp stimulation of lung and specifically type II cell

processes which may include increased beta-adrenergic receptor levels.

5.4.3. Maturation of the adenylyl cyclase system

Changes in the components of the adenylyl cyclase system or their activities could

also be responsible for changing cAMP content of the developing lung. An increase in

the number of adenylyl cyclase molecules or catalytic subunits of PKA or a decrease in

the number of PKA regulatory subunits could increase the production and activity of

molecules of cAMP. An increase in the number of Gsalpha proteins could also increase

the activation of adenylyl cyclase molecules. In rabbit lung basal adenylyl cyclase

activity changed with gestational age, with the highest activity observed in late gestation

fetal lung (100). In rat brown fat the basal activity of adenylyl cyclase was not different

between fetal, neonatal, and adult animals, but Gsalpha levels were dramatically different,

with the levels low during fetal life and peaking just prior to birth (32). Characterization

of these changes is beginning, but regulation of the components of this system during

development is poorly understood.
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5.5. Are lung beta-adrenergic receptors regulated by cAMP in vivo?

5.5.1. Beta-adrenergic receptors and perinatal lung function

Clinical and experimental data support a strong relationship between beta-adrenergic

responses and successful perinatal lung function. A minimum number of beta-adrenergic

receptors must be required for the release of sufficient surfactant at parturition to ensure

the survival of the newborn. The observation that beta-adrenergic receptors on type II

cells were tightly coupled to adenylyl cyclase suggests that receptor number plays an

important role in regulation of type II cell response to beta-adrenergic stimulation.

5.5.2. Regulation of lung beta-adrenergic receptors by catecholamines in vivo

Endogenous catecholamines are likely to be an important regulator of lung beta

adrenergic receptors in vivo. Beta-adrenergic agonist administration to decreased beta

adrenergic receptor concentration of fetal rat lung (88), and explants exposed to

terbutaline had a lower beta-adrenergic receptor concentration than did untreated explants

(Figures 25 and 26). Catecholamines also lead to downregulation of beta-adrenergic

receptors and desensitization of beta-adrenergic responses in cell lines (section 1.7.3).

The rapid increase in explant beta-adrenergic receptor concentration during the first days

of explant culture may be due to the removal of the lung from the regulatory influence of

endogenous catecholamines. It is interesting to note, however, that the increase in beta

adrenergic receptors that follows the initiation of explant culture is enhanced by cAMP,

as was demonstrated by the effect of H-8 to block the process. These observations again

suggest that regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors by cAMP may be very complex and

involve both stimulatory and inhibitory components.

5.5.3. Beta-adrenergic receptors in fetal, neonatal, and adult lung

The beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of the lung increases through fetal and

neonatal life, with the highest concentrations found in adult animals (144). This may due

to an increase in the number of beta-adrenergic receptors or to a relative decrease in the
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amount of tissue protein which was used as a denominator for membrane binding studies.

One study indicated that adult type II cells had twice the beta-adrenergic receptor

concentration of fetal type II cells (157). The functional consequences of increasing beta

adrenergic receptor concentration with gestational and postgestational age in the lung is

unknown.

5.6. Effect of gender on type II cell beta-adrenergic receptor number

Beta-adrenergic receptor number per type II cell obtained from male and female

fetuses were not different. This contrasts with the findings of Padbury and associates in

the fetal rabbit lung where they found a small but significant difference, with the greater

concentration of beta-adrenergic receptors found in lungs from female animals (127).

Padbury's group examined beta-adrenergic receptors in whole lung while we assayed

membranes from isolated lung cells. Differences in species and gestational age may also

play a role. Type II cells are not present in large numbers in human fetal lung during the

period of gestation when it is available for study. Type II cells do differentiate during

explant culture, making human fetal lung type II cells available for study. This

differentiation takes place in culture, removed from the influence of factors such as serum

estrogen and catecholamines which regulate lung beta-adrenergic receptors. Therefore,

gender differences that may exist in vivo may be obscured by culture conditions

necessary to obtain type II cells for these experiments. The limited sample number in

these studies may also mask an actual difference in beta-adrenergic receptor

concentration between male and female fetuses. However, if differential maturation of

beta-adrenergic responses is involved in sex differences seen in the fetal lung, it seems

unlikely that beta-adrenergic receptor concentration is a major factor responsible for the

female advantage in perinatal lung function.
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6. Conclusions and future experiments

The studies presented here demonstrate that cAMP plays an important role in the

regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors on human fetal lung type II cells. Type II cells

produce and release surfactant in response to beta-adrenergic stimulation, and these

processes are very important for proper neonatal respiratory function and survival. A

better understanding of the regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors in type II cells may

provide important information to aid in intervention to improve neonatal pulmonary

function as well as contribute to our general understanding of the processes that control

the expression and function of beta-adrenergic receptors.

The factors that regulate the cAMP during the early period of spontaneous

development of explants in culture are unknown. While these changes in cAMP levels

may be artifacts of the culture system, changes in the adenylyl response system or

chemical signals within the explant may regulate explant cAMP and reflect important

maturational events in the lung.

Development of the adenylyl cyclase response system may occur during culture and

account for fluctuations in explant camp content. Experiments designed to examine

adenylyl cyclase and PKA activities as well as levels of various G proteins and their

ability to couple beta-adrenergic receptors to adenylyl cyclase to generate cAMP would

provide valuable information regarding the regulation of the components of the system

responsible for cAMP generation.

The data presented here suggest that cAMP acts at some cell other than the type II

cell to regulate beta-adrenergic receptors on type II cells. This conclusion suggests

several important avenues of study that would improve our understanding of this process.

Cyclic AMP clearly regulates beta-adrenergic receptors at the level of the explant,

but further studies are needed to understand cAMP regulation of type II cell beta

adrenergic receptors. Treatment of explants with a cAMP analog elevates beta

adrenergic receptor concentration, while exposure of isolated type II cells to elevated
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cAMP reduces beta-adrenergic receptor number. A more detailed analysis of the effects

of cAMP at the type II cell to regulate beta-adrenergic receptors may explain the apparent

contradiction of cAMP effects when explants or type II cells are treated with camp.

The data presented here indicate that blockade of cAMP actions in the explant

decreased beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA, while elevated cAMP may transiently

increase receptor mRNA. Analysis of cAMP effects on processes that would regulate

receptor levels including mRNA production and degradation, receptor protein production,

and mechanisms involved in receptor removal from the cell membrane using type II cells

maintained in isolated culture would provide important additional information.

Comparison of these data with similar information available for cell lines would help to

determine if the details of regulation of type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors are

consistent with information available from other cells or suggest that regulation of type II

cell beta-adrenergic receptors may be unique in some way.

These contradictory findings do suggest that cAMP acts at cells other than the type II

cells. Further experiments are necessary to determine the signals which act on these cells

to elevate explant cAMP regulates type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors. Data presented

here suggest that prostaglandins, while important for other lung maturational processes,

may not play an important role in the regulation of beta-adrenergic receptors. Definitive

experiments to exclude prostaglandins and to search for alternative endogenous signals

are necessary.

Preliminary studies using explant-conditioned media to treat isolated type II cells

also did not indicate that a soluble factor is responsible for the increase in type II cell

beta-adrenergic receptors following explant exposure to cAMP. These studies do indicate

that some component of explant-conditioned medium may enhance beta-adrenergic

number of isolated type II cells and that this factor or factors guards against H-8 or 8

bromo caNMP induced reduction in beta-adrenergic receptor concentration. Further

studies using explant-conditioned media are required to fully characterize these effects on
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type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors. Treatment of explants with prostaglandin synthesis

inhibitors or other drugs to eliminate the release of soluble factors into conditioned

medium or the treatment of the medium itself with antibodies to growth factors prior to

addition to type II cell cultures may suggest the identity of substances important for

regulation of type II cell beta-adrenergic receptors. The use of medium conditioned by

isolated fibroblasts may also provide important information regarding the source of

important paracrine messengers.
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Table 1. IBMX treatment increases both tissue cAMP
content and beta-adrenergic receptor concentration in
human fetal lung explants

[Cyclic AMP) [Beta-Adrenergic Receptor]
pmol/mg DNA frmol/mg membrane protein

Untreated 39 + 15 132 + 14

IBMX Treated 72 + 15 172 + 15
(100 HM)

Explants were harvested on day 5 of culture. Cyclic AMP content
of treated and untreated tissue extracts was determined for 4

samples. Treated - untreated by one-tailed, paired t-test, p<0.01.
Membrane particulates prepared from treated and untreated
explants were assayed for beta-adrenergic receptor concentration.
N=9, and treated - untreated by one-tailed, paired t-test, p<0.02.
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Table 2. H-8 decreases the beta-adrenergic receptors in human
fetal lung type II cells.

[Beta-Adrenergic Receptor] Beta-Adrenergic Receptors
frmol/mg membrane protein number/type II cell

Untreated 91 + 19 1191 + 251

H-8 Treated 43 + 5* 581 + 138**
(100 HM)

Explants were harvested on day 4 of culture. Populations of lung cells enriched
to contain at least 80% type II cells were obtained, and membrane particulates
were prepared. Data from 4 experiments are expressed as both receptor
concentration in relation to membrane protein and as the number of receptors
in the membrane preparation in relation to the total number of cells in each
enriched type II cell preparation. Data are compared using a one-tailed, paired
t-test. *treated & untreated, p<0.03 **treated & untreated, p<0.01
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Table 3. Effect of media conditioned by human fetal lung explants
on isolated type II cell beta-adrenergic receptor number

medium conditioned addition to medium

addition to medium in the presence conditioned by otherwise
medium with addition of addition untreated explants

In One 969 1332 1332

8-Bromo caNMP 1081 1157 1264

5 puM

H-8 790 832 1356

25 HM

Isolated type II cells were exposed to medium as described above for 24 hours.
Media with no addition, 8-bromo cam■ F or H-8 were used to control for the effects
of medium components and added drugs on type II cells. Media conditioned in the
presence of added drugs were used to treat type II cells to examine the effects of
agents released into the medium by the explants in response to the added drug.
Drugs were added to medium conditioned by untreated explants to control for the
effects of residual drug in the conditioned media. All data are presented as the
number of beta-adrenergic receptors per type II cell. This experiment was performed
On CC.
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<!-35 Kdalton

Figure 1. Western blot of SP-A from isolated human fetal lung type II cells. Isolated
type II cells were harvested after cells became adherent (lane 1) or following maintenance
in culture for an additional 48 hours in the absence (lane 2) or presence (lane 3) of 10 puM
IBMX. Total cellular protein (5 pig■ lane) was separated by SDS-PAGE, blotted, and
probed for SP-A. The major SP-A band at 35 Kdalton (lane 4) was present in every
sample.
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Figure 2. Specific ICYP binding to human fetal lung explant membranes is constant with
length of incubation in binding assay. ICYP binding to human fetal lung explant
membranes (0.05 mg/ml) is shown in the absence (total binding, O) or presence (non
specific binding, D) of 10 puM isoproterenol. Specific binding (e) is TB - NSB. ICYP
concentration was approximately 1 Kd. Data represent duplicate samples from a single
experiment.
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Figure 3. Specific ICYP binding to human fetal lung type II cell membranes is constant
with length of incubation in binding assay. ICYP binding to human fetal lung type II
membranes (0.05 mg/ml) is shown in the absence (total binding, O) or presence (non
specific binding, D) of 10 puM isoproterenol. Specific binding (O) is TB - NSB. ICYP
concentration was approximately 1 Kd. Data represent duplicate samples from a single
experiment.
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Figure 4. Specific ICYP binding to human fetal lung explant membranes is linear with
membrane protein concentration. ICYP binding to human fetal lung explant membranes
in the absence (total binding, O) or presence (non-specific binding, D) of 10 puM
isoproterenol. Specific binding (O) was TB - NSB and was determined at several
membrane protein concentrations. ICYP concentration was approximately 1 Kd, and the
time of incubation was 120 minutes. Data represent mean values of duplicate samples
from a single experiment.
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Figure 5. Specific ICYP binding to human fetal lung type II cell membranes is linear
with membrane protein concentration. ICYP binding to human fetal lung type II cell
membranes in the absence (total binding, O) or presence (non-specific binding, D) of 10
HM isoproterenol. Specific binding (O) was TB - NSB and was determined at several
membrane protein concentrations. ICYP concentration was approximately 1 Kd, and the
time of incubation was 120 minutes. Data represent duplicate samples from a single
experiment.
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Figure 6. Development of the probe for the human beta2-adrenergic receptor RNAse
protection assay. Oligonucleotides (A) were designed to flank a unique region of the
beta2-adrenergic receptor sequence in the third cytoplasmic loop, and this region was
amplified by PCR using these primers and the human beta2-adrenergic receptor cDNA.
The pKS-hB2AR vector (B) shows the site of insertion of the PCR-amplified fragment of
the beta2-adrenergic receptor cDNA. Transcription using the T3 promoter generated the
antisense probe used for the RNAse protection reaction. Use of the T7 promoter
generated synthetic mRNA complimentary to the antisense probe
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Figure 7. Saturation analysis of ICYP binding to type II cell membranes. Type II cell
membrane (0.06 mg/ml protein) was incubated for 60 minutes with ICYP at
concentrations from 12.5 to 800 pM with or without 0.1 mM isoproterenol as described in
Methods, and data were analyzed by computer-assisted determination of either total
bound ICYP or specific bound ICYP as a function of free ligand. In (A) the data are
arrayed as a direct plot of total binding (ICYP binding in the absence of 0.1 mM
isoproterenol, E), nonspecific binding (ICYP binding in the presence of 0.1 mM
isoproterenol, D), and the calculated specific binding (total binding - nonspecific binding,
A). (B) represents a Scatchard array of total binding with the actual data indicated (O) as
well as the best fit of the total binding data (3 parameter fit, solid line) and the saturable
(high affinity, specific binding) and nonsaturable (low affinity, nonspecific binding)
components (dashed lines) as determined by computer analysis. The KD and Bmax
determined by analysis of specific binding were 101:t 6% pm and 94+ 5% frnol/mg prot
and for total binding 73 + 19% pM and 90+ 16% frnol/mg prot. These data are
representative of 3 experiments performed on membrane preparations from different
lungs.
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Figure 8. Kinetic analysis of ICYP binding to type II cell membranes. Type II cell
particulate (0.1 mg/ml protein) was incubated with 60 pAMICYP with or without 0.1 mM
isoproterenol to define nonspecific binding. Samples were incubated at different times to
a maximum of 180 minutes. The data are arrayed (A) as: ln (PLeq/(PLeq - PL)), where
PLeq is [ICYP) bound at equilibrium and PL is [ICYP) bound at times indicated, to
determine the pseudo-first order rate constant, kobserved (0.016 min−1). At 60 minutes of
incubation, isoproterenol was added to parallel samples to achieve 0.1 mM final
concentration and reversal time determined by measuring the [ICYP) bound at different
times after addition of isoproterenol. Data are arrayed (B) as the ln(PL) vs time, to
determine koff (0.0027min'). The forward rate constant kon, calculated from the
relationship: kon = (kobserved-koff)/[ICYP) was 2.17 - 108 minº' Mº'. The dissociation
constant (koff/kon) was 12.4 pM. The results shown are representative of 2 experiments
performed on different membrane preparations.
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log [propranolol], M

Figure 9. Propranolol competes for ICYP binding to type II cell membranes in a
stereoselective manner. Type II cell particulate (0.1 mg/ml protein) was incubated with
ICYP (1 Kd) and the indicated concentrations of 1- or d-propranolol. Computer-assisted
determination of IC50 and subsequent determination of KI indicated that 1-propranolol
(II) competed with 48% of the sites with an affinity of 3 nM and the remaining sites with
an affinity of 1.5 puM. D-propranolol (O) competed with a single affinity of 1.1 HM,
similar to the low affinity site bound by l-propranolol. The results shown are
representative of 2 experiments performed on different membrane preparations.
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Figure 10. Competition by adrenergic agonists for ICYP binding to type II cell
membranes. Type II cell particulate (0.1 mg/ml protein) was incubated with ICYP (1
KD) in the presence of 0.1 mM GTP. Data are expressed as binding at the indicated
concentrations of isoproterenol (B), epinephrine (J), or norepinephrine (H) divided by
ICYP binding in the absence of any competitor. Computerized assisted determination of
IC50 and subsequent determination of KI indicated that the affinity of isoproterenol (0.12
HM) > epinephrine (0.6 puM) >> norepinephrine (3.4 puM). The results shown are
representative of 2 experiments performed on different membrane preparations.
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Figure 11. Competition of the beta-2 adrenergic receptor selective antagonist ICI
118,551 for ICYP binding to type II cell membranes. Type II cell particulate (0.1 mg/ml
protein) was incubated with ICYP (1 Kd) and the indicated concentrations of ICI
118,551. Data are expressed as binding in the presence of ICI 118,551 divided by
binding in the absence of competition. Computer—assisted determination of IC50 and
subsequent determination of Ki indicated that the beta-2 antagonist competed with a
single affinity (1.1 nM). Data presented are the result of a single experiment performed
using membranes pooled from 3 different type II cell preparations.
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Figure 12. Guanyl nucleotide sensitivity of agonist binding. Type II cell particulate (0.1
mg/ml protein) was incubated with ICYP (1 Kd) and the indicated concentrations of
isoproterenol in the presence (B) and absence (J) of 0.1 mM GPPNHP. Data are
expressed as binding in the presence of isoproterenol with or without GPPNHP divided
by binding in the absence of isoproterenol and GPPNHP. Computer-assisted
determination of IC50 and subsequent determination of KI indicated that in the absence of
guanyl nucleotide isoproterenol competed for 43% of the sites with an affinity of 0.37 nM
and the remaining sites with a 76 nM affinity, while with GPPNHP present competition
was to a single class of sites with a 120 nM affinity. Data presented are the result of a
single experiment performed using membranes pooled from 3 different type II cell
preparations.
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Figure 13. Adenylyl cyclase activation in type II cell membranes. Type II cell particulate
(0.5 mg/ml protein) was incubated with the indicated concentration of the several
effectors (A), n=3. Isoproterenol (B) activated adenylyl cyclase in type II cell membrane
particulate (0.5 mg/ml protein). Data presented are representative of 2 additional
experiments.
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Figure 14. Time course of ICYP binding to human fetal lung type II cells plated in
isolated culture. ICYP binding to human fetal lung type II cells (400,000 cells/well) in
the absence (total binding, O) or presence (non-specific binding, D) of 50 nM CGP12177
as well as specific binding (O, SB = TB - NSB) was determined after incubation as
indicated. ICYP concentration was approximately 1 Kd. Each point represents the mean
value of 5 wells from a single experiment.
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Figure 15. Saturation analysis of ICYP binding to isolated type II cells. Data are arrayed
as a Scatchard (A) and as a direct plot (B). Isolated type II cells were incubated for 15
hours at 4°C with ICYP (1 to 200 p"M). Computer-assisted iterative curve fitting
indicated that the data are best explained by a single, high-affinity, saturable site and a
low-affinity site (non-specific binding).
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Figures 16. Competition for ICYP binding to isolated type II cells by 1-propranolol.
ICYP (1 Kd) binding to isolated plated type II cells was determined in the absence or
presence of various concentrations of l-propranolol. ICYP bound in the presence of
propranolol was divided by ICYP bound in the absence of propranolol (total binding),
and data are presented as percent of total binding.
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Figure 17. Competition for ICYP binding to isolated type II cells by d-propranolol.
ICYP (1 Kd) binding to isolated plated type II cells was determined in the absence or
presence of various concentrations of d-propranolol. ICYP bound in the presence of
propranolol was divided by ICYP bound in the absence of propranolol (total binding),
and data are presented as percent of total binding.
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Figure 18. Determination of proper temperature of hybridization for the beta2-adrenergic
receptor mRNA RNAse protection assay. Synthetic mRNA (1 ng) complimentary to the
beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA riboprobe was hybridized with probe at 37°C (lane 1,
2), 42°C (lane 4, 5), or 53°C (lane 7, 8). Transfer RNA was included in the hybridization
reaction, but, in all other aspects, the assay was performed as described in Methods.
Hybridization was successful at all temperatures used.
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Figure 19. Use of polyA+ RNA enhanced the signal from the beta2-adrenergic receptor
mRNA RNAse protection assay. 10 pig each of total RNA from human fetal lung
explants and polyA+ RNA prepared from this RNA sample were used in the RNAse
protection assay. A stronger signal at the size expected for beta2-adrenergic receptor
mRNA was obtained using the polyA+ RNA. Lane 1, probe; lane 2, size standards; lane
3, total RNA; lane 4, polyA + RNA; lane 5, tRNA only.
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Figure 20. Densitometric units are linear with amount of RNA used in the beta2
adrenergic receptor RNAse protection assay. Various amounts of RNA were included in
the hybridization reaction of the beta2-adrenergic receptor RNAse protection assay. The
densitometric scan of the autoradiogram was analyzed by computer, and the amount of
RNA used for the assay was plotted against the arbitrary units resulting from computer
analysis. These data from a single experiment are representative of one additional
experiment.
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Figure 21. 8-bromo-cAMP treatment increases beta-adrenergic receptor concentration in
cultured explants. Explants were harvested on day 2 of culture. Membrane particulates
were assayed for beta-adrenergic receptor concentration, and data were analyzed by
saturation analysis. N=4; treated - untreated by one-tailed, paired t-test, p=0.03.
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Figure 22. Effect of H-7 and H-8 on beta-adrenergic receptor concentration in cultured
explants. Explants cultured with the indicated concentrations of H-7 or H-8 were
harvested on day 2. "No culture" explants were harvested prior to the first addition of
media to cultures. Membranes were assayed for beta-adrenergic receptors, and data were
analyzed by saturation analysis. Beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of membrane
particulates from treated explants is expressed as percent of beta-adrenergic receptor
concentration of membranes prepared from untreated explants from the same lung also
harvested on day 2. Error bars represent the SEM of transformed data. After 2 days of
culture, explants treated with 100 puM H-8 had a lower beta-adrenergic receptor
concentration (105 + 30 frnol/mg membrane protein) than did untreated explants (157+
48) frnol/mg membrane protein). N=3; untreated - treated by one group t-test of
transformed data, p<0.05 as indicated by *.
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Figure 23. Cyclic AMP generation by explants in response to isoproterenol is not
affected by H-8 treatment in culture. Cyclic AMP content of H-8 treated (II) and
untreated (D) explants after 2 days of culture were determined following isoproterenol
stimulation at several concentrations, and these values were expressed as percent of the
maximal stimulation obtained for each lung assayed. Maximal stimulation occurred
between 10-6 and 10-4 M isoproterenol. Half-maximal stimulation was obtained at 9.1 +
2.4 and 11.2 + 6.5 nM for untreated and H-8 treated explants, respectively. Maximal
cAMP stimulation was 2157+ 616 and 2433 + 515 pmol/mg DNA for untreated and H-8
treated explants, respectively. Basal cAMP generation was 321+ 132 pmol/mg DNA for
untreated and 318+50 pmol/mg DNA for H-8 treated explants. N=3.
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Figure 24. H-8 treatment reduces explant beta-adrenergic receptor concentration.
Explants were untreated (O) or exposed to 100 puM H-8 (C) in culture and harvested at
the times indicated. Membranes prepared from explants were assayed for beta-adrenergic
receptors, and data were analyzed by saturation analysis. N=3.
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Figure 25. Terbutaline at several concentrations reduces explant beta-adrenergic receptor
concentration. Explants were cultured with terbutaline (1-100 HM) for 2 days.
Membranes prepared from explants were assayed for beta-adrenergic receptors, and data
were analyzed by saturation analysis. Untreated - 10 HM terbutaline treated, p<0.025.
N=2-3.
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Figure 26. Terbutaline reduces explant beta-adrenergic receptor concentration following
treatment for 2 to 4 days. Explants were cultured with 10 puM terbutaline for 2, 3, or 4
days. Membranes prepared from explants were assayed for beta-adrenergic receptors,
and data were analyzed by saturation analysis. Receptor concentration of terbutaline
treated membranes are expressed as a percent of the receptor concentration of untreated
membranes from explants of the same lung. N=1-2.
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Figure 27. Cyclic AMP generation in response to isoproterenol is lower in type II cells
isolated from H-8 treated explants. After 4 days of culture with (O) or without (O) 100
HMH-8, type II cells were isolated from explants. Cyclic AMP was generated in
response to various concentrations of isoproterenol. Plotted data are the meani: SEM of
the data from 3 experiments. The curves shown were determined by computer-assisted
iterative curve fitting to be the best fit for the mean cAMP generation at each
isoproterenol concentration from H-8 treated or untreated type II cells. Maximal cAMP
generation as determined by computer was greater in type II cells isolated from untreated
(1975 + 198 fmol cAMP/105 cells) than H-8 treated (980+ 58 fmol cAMP/105 cells)
explants while no difference is evident in the computer-determined EC50s of untreated
(11 + 6 nM) and H-8 treated (5 + 2) type II cell cAMP generation.
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Figure 28. 8-bromo camp reduces beta-adrenergic receptor number per isolated type II
cell. Type II cells were isolated from untreated human fetal lung explants and plated in
isolated culture. Isolated cells were untreated or treated with 10 puM 8-bromo camp for
24 hours. Beta-adrenergic receptor number per type II cell was determined by the one
point method. Exposure to 8-bromo camp significantly reduced the number of beta
adrenergic receptors per type II cell compared to untreated cells by paired t-test (p<0.05,
n=4).
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Figure 29. IBMX treatment of isolated type II cells does not significantly reduce beta
adrenergic receptor number per cell. Type II cells were isolated from untreated human
fetal lung explants and plated in isolated culture. Isolated cells were untreated or treated
with 1 or 10 HM IBMX for 24 hours. Beta-adrenergic receptor number per type II cell
was determined by the one point method. Exposure to 10 puM IBMX did not significantly
reduce the number of beta-adrenergic receptors per type II cell compared to untreated
cells by paired t-test (p=0.25, n=4).
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Figure 30. Meclofenamate reduces prostaglandins levels in explant culture media.
Explants were cultured in the absence (solid symbols) or presence (open symbols) of 3
HM meclofenamate for the times indicated. Media were collected, stored at -20°C, and
assayed for prostaglandins 6-keto-PGF1alpha (squares) and PGE2 (circles) by RIA.
Media content of prostaglandins were standardized to explant DNA content and time of
culture. N=3.
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Figure 31. Meclofenamate reduces explant cAMP content. Explants were cultured in the
absence (O) or presence (O) of 3 puM meclofenamate for the times indicated. Explants
were digested, and explant extract was assayed for cAMP by RIA. Results of the RIA
were standardized to explant DNA content. N=3.
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Figure 32. Meclofenamate does not reduce beta-adrenergic receptor concentration of
human fetal lung explants. Explants were cultured in the absence (O) or presence of 3
HM meclofenamate (O) and harvested at the times indicated. Membranes prepared from
explants were assayed for beta-adrenergic receptors, and data were analyzed by saturation
analysis. N=3.
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Figure 33. H-8 reduces beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA content of explants. Explants
were cultured in the absence or presence of 100 puM H-8 and harvested at the times
indicated. Beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA content of RNA prepared from these
explants was determined using a RNAse protection assay. Autoradiogram shown is
representative of 2 additional experiments. Lane 1, RNAsed probe; lane 2, no culture;
lane 3, untreated, 2 hours; lane 4, H-8 treated 2 hours; lane 5, untreated 4 hours; lane 6,
H-8 treated 4 hours; lane 7, untreated, 8 hours; lane 8, H-8 treated, 8 hours; lane 9,
untreated, 24 hours; lane 10, H-8 treated, 24 hours; lane 11, empty; lane 12, probe.
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Figure 34. H-8 reduces beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA content of explants. Explants
were cultured in the absence (O) or presence (O) of 100 puM H-8 and harvested at the
times indicated. Beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA content of RNA prepared from these
explants was determined using a RNAse protection assay. H-8 × untreated by 2-factor
ANOVA, 0.025-P-0.05. There was no significant effect of time on beta2-adrenergic
receptor mRNA content. N=3.
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Figure 36. Effects of H-8 pretreatment on explant beta2-adrenergic receptor mRNA
content. Explants were treated in culture with 100 puM H-8 for 24 hours, then exposed to
medium with no addition (A), 100 HM H-8 (C), or 10 puM 8-bromo camp (6) for the
times indicated. Control explants (II) received medium without additions throughout the
entire culture period. Error bars were excluded for clarity. Data represent the mean
values for 3 experiment.
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